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Techniques for implementing domain-specific languages in dynamic languages

Abstract

Implementing language features in dynamically typed languages is more and more common. As code is becoming more complex, so are the programs that are being written. Domain-specific languages (DSLs) are one way of making code more manageable and readable, but they require careful design and implementation.

In this paper, we explore and implement techniques for implementing and simplifying DSLs. Using existing libraries, we developed a domain-specific language (DSL) for manipulating graphs in a graph-oriented database. The DSL was designed to provide a more intuitive and expressive way of working with graph data, and to make the code more readable and maintainable.
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Specifications and implementation details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graph-oriented databases</td>
<td>DSL for manipulating graphs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Computer programming should be expressing the complicated in easily understandable parts. General languages provide tools and abstractions that allow many different problems to be formulated and solved. Unfortunately, these abstraction only rarely match the problem area precisely, resulting in solutions that are obscured by the need for support code unrelated to the problem.

This can be avoided, by constructing a language tailored to the specific problem, solutions can be expressed more clearly, resulting in programs that are easy to read, debug, and maintain. Designing a new language from scratch, however, is a costly venture, which has hindered the adoption of such domain specific languages (DSLs).

In this thesis, we explore and describe methods for constructing and implementing DSLs. By using an existing host language, DSLs can be implemented as embedded languages, inheriting the syntax and capabilities of the host language. We argue that the embedded language approach to implementing DSLs gives many benefits over traditional language implementation techniques. Furthermore, by using a dynamic programming language as host, we can take advantage of the high-level nature of such a language; both to facilitate the implementation of the DSL and to provide high-level programming constructs in the DSL.

This thesis describes two prototype languages; PyFX and PyGPU, both embedded in Python, for programming and controlling different aspects of modern graphics cards. PyFX is a language for constructing real-time graphics effects. It views effects as active entities, allowing them to be expressed concisely and clearly, without introducing the glue-code requirements of previous approaches.

The second language, PyGPU, is targeted at writing high-level image processing algorithms that execute on the high performing graphics processing unit (GPU) present on modern graphics cards. PyGPU uses a combination of a high-level image abstraction and a novel compilation strategy to translate high-level PyGPU code to efficient native code running on the GPU.
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Introduction

The solution to a complex problem is usually to express it as a combination of smaller parts, where each part is of lower complexity. General programming languages provide facilities such as classes and objects, functions, or even macros, for describing and encapsulating these parts. However, expressing a given problem of some domain in a general language involves translating the problem into the syntax and capabilities of that language. This involves writing "support code" unrelated to the problem at hand. Nevertheless, this code is required to express the problem. As a result, the structure of the solution can be obscured by the need to describe it in terms understandable to the programming language used.

This problem can be addressed by constructing a domain specific language (DSL) targeted specifically at solving problems within a given domain. By construction, a DSL can be made to fit the demands of the problem domain precisely, creating an "ultimate abstraction" [29] for solving problems in the domain. By using a dedicated language, programs can be expressed using the language and idioms of the problem domain instead. The DSL compiler can perform validation and optimization at the domain level, resulting in fast and correct programs.

Designing and implementing a new language from scratch is a difficult and costly task. Luckily, we already have access to a number of well-designed general languages. By using a general language and adapting it to the problem domain, we can construct an embedded domain specific language. By reusing parts of the syntax and semantics of the host language, the DSL-implementor is free to focus on the semantic details of the problem domain rather than low-level tasks such as code generation and type checking. This reduces the complexity and time-requirements of implementing a DSL.

This thesis deals with the construction and implementation of embedded DSLs in, so called, dynamic languages. Dynamic languages, such as Python, Ruby, LISP, and Smalltalk, provide a rich set of high-level programming constructs, combined with advanced features such as introspection, the ability of a program to observe its own execution, and dynamic code execution. This makes dynamic languages well-suited for implementing embedded DSLs, enabling high-level programming for both DSL users and implementors. In this thesis we show how introspection and dynamic code execution can be used to enable straightforward construction of high-level domain
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We have implemented two prototypes languages embedded in Python, both targeted at programming different aspects of programmable graphics cards. The first one is PyFX, a language for constructing real-time graphics effects. It uses introspection to enable viewing effects as active entities. Doing so reduces the amount of glue-code needed, compared to previous effect frameworks, such as FX and CgFX. Also since PyFX is a complete programming language, effects can be described more concisely and clearly than previously possible.

The second prototype language is PyGPU, a DSL for writing high-level image processing algorithms that execute on the high performance graphics processing unit (GPU) of modern graphics cards. PyGPU uses a combination of generative and translative techniques to compile high-level PyGPU code to the GPU. This combined strategy, together with a high-level functional image abstraction, enables PyGPU to make a large subset of Python available to the DSL programmer. The compiler of PyGPU uses introspection and dynamic code execution, allowing it to be concisely implemented by reusing large parts of the existing functionality in the Python interpreter. The GPU code generated performs very well, showing that it is possible to combine high-level programmability with high performance.

The rest of this introduction is organized as follows: Sections 1, 2, and 3 give background information on domain specific languages, dynamic languages and graphics programming, respectively. Section 4 summarizes the contributions made in this thesis and Section 5 concludes this introduction and discusses some ideas for future work.

1 Domain specific languages

The earliest uses of domain specific languages are compiler-related tools such as parser and scanner generators (Lex [38], YACC [33], and Zephyr [58]) and in compiler construction (JastAdd [26], and UUAG [2]). Other examples of DSLs are database query languages (SQL [9], dBase [34]), symbolic algebra (Maple [10]), and parallel programming (Orca [4]). Also, languages such as LISP [51] and FORTRAN [3] started out as domain specific languages, targeted at artificial intelligence and numerical code, respectively, but gradually evolved into more general languages. In relation to this, we see that it is not obvious what constitutes a domain specific language and what does not. Van Deursen et al. [55] propose the following definition:

A domain specific language (DSL) is a programming language or executable specification language that offers, through appropriate notations and abstractions, expressive power focused on, and usually restricted to, a particular problem domain.

The use of the term problem domain here is rather vague. For instance, a language such as Matlab [40] can be said to be a DSL targeted at array programming. The key distinction is that DSLs are usually small, only providing a limited set of abstractions and operations, highly targeted at the problem domain. Neither LISP, FORTRAN, nor
MATLAB are small languages; their expressive power is not restricted to their respective initial domains. Some domain specific language are also called “little languages” [5].

Using a language specialized for the problem at hand comes with a number of benefits. DSLs allow problems to be expressed using the idioms inherit to the problem domain. This enables non-programmer domain experts to understand, modify, and sometimes even develop DSL programs. A DSL can be very concise, expressing in a few lines that which would require several hundred lines in a general language, and this increases productivity, reliability, and maintainability. Furthermore, since the DSL compiler has access to domain specific knowledge, it can perform optimization and validation at the domain level.

The advantages of domain specific languages come at a rather large initial cost. Designing and implementing a new language from the ground up is a costly venture. There is a high likelihood that the initial designs will not be good enough. The language will evolve and change with user demand for more or different functionality. Following the argument of Hudak [28], this will lead to a higher initial cost compared to conventional methods. However, when viewed over the whole life-cycle of a software project, the total implementation cost is reduced.

### 1.1 Embedded domain specific languages

One approach to lowering the initial cost of implementing a domain specific language is reusing the infrastructure of an existing language. An embedded DSL, also known as a domain specific embedded language (DSEL) [29], can be created in terms of an existing host language. By doing so, a large part of the existing functionality of the host language can be reused. This includes aspects such as syntax, type-checking, evaluation model, etc. Consequently, using an embedded approach enables the implementor to focus on the domain specific idioms and abstractions, leaving more general details to the host language. The first example of an embedded DSL is the simulation support of SIMULA [15].

#### Implementation strategies for embedded languages

When implementing an embedded DSL, there is one important factor to consider: whether the language should target the same platform as the host language, or a different one. If the target coincides with that of the host language then the most common strategies are using either macros or domain specific libraries. The macro facilities of LISP and Scheme [1] have long been used to create constructs having the “look-and-feel” of built-in primitives. Macros have been used to implement embedded languages and language extensions such as the Common LISP Object System (CLOS) [37], for object-oriented programming in LISP, and Verischemelog [32], an embedded language for digital hardware design in Scheme.

When using a domain specific library approach, the operator and function overloading facilities of the host language are used to construct the embedded language. Functional languages, such as Haskell [35], that provide extensive overloading and oper-

WHEN THE TARGET IS NOT THE SAME AS THAT OF THE HOST LANGUAGE THEN THE ABOVE APPROACHES CANNOT BE USED. INSTEAD A GENERATIVE APPROACH IS TYPICALLY USED, WHERE PROGRAMS IN THE HOST LANGUAGE ARE EXECUTED TO GENERATE PROGRAMS FOR THE DSL TARGET PLATFORM. THIS IS THE APPROACH TAKEN BY THE HASKELL-EMBEDDED LANGUAGES PAN [18], IMAGE MANIPULATION AND SYNTHESIS, AND VERTIGO [17], FOR PROGRAMMING THE VERTEX PROCESSING FUNCTIONALITY OF THE GPU. BOTH THESE LANGUAGES USE THE OVERLOADING FACILITIES OF HASKELL TO CONSTRUCT TREE-REPRESENTATIONS THAT ARE COMPILED TO THEIR RESPECTIVE TARGET PLATFORMS: PHOTOSHOP PLUG-INS, AND GPU VERTEX PROGRAMS, RESPECTIVELY. IN C++, SH BY MCCOOL ET AL. [41] IS A LANGUAGE FOR PROGRAMMING GPUs. IT USES A METHOD WHERE FUNCTIONS ARE EXECUTED AND THEIR EXECUTION IS記錄. THIS RECORDING IS THEN USED AS INPUT TO A COMPILER RESPONSIBLE FOR GENERATING GPU ASSEMBLER CODE.

THE PROBLEM WITH USING A GENERATIVE APPROACH IS THAT MUCH INFORMATION OF THE PROGRAM IS LOST. FOR EXAMPLE, WHEN EMBEDDING IN A PROCEDURAL LANGUAGE: SINCE THE HOST LEVEL CODE IS EXECUTED TO GENERATE THE INTERMEDIATE REPRESENTATION, HOST LANGUAGE CONSTRUCTS SUCH AS CONDITIONALS AND LOOPS WILL BE IN-LINED IN THE RECORDED STREAM OF OPERATIONS. CONSEQUENTIALY, A HOST LANGUAGE CONDITIONAL WILL BE TRANSLATED TO CONDITIONAL COMPILATION IN THE EMBEDDED LANGUAGE.

2 Dynamic languages

Dynamic languages, such as Python [45], Ruby [54], Dylan [13], LISP, Scheme, and Smalltalk [22], are languages designed to increase programmer efficiency. Dynamic languages enable faster development cycles by allowing parts of a program to be modified at run time. Functions may be introduced, removed, or changed, classes added, class inheritance modified, and modules can be created or removed. This allows a programmer to quickly test a new feature, or a new piece of code. Furthermore, modern dynamic languages, such as Python and Ruby, provide syntax and high-level programming models that are easy to learn, resulting in higher productivity.

Since every part of a program can be changed at run time, dynamic languages are generally interpreted, looking up symbols and code at run time. Consequently, dynamic languages also tend to be dynamically typed, i.e., they perform type checking at run time. Dynamic typing has the advantage of making code clearer and shorter, since the syntactic clutter of explicit type information is avoided. Furthermore, since functions are written without type information, code can be reused on many types of objects. This is achieved without introducing a common base-class or interface, giving very fine-grained requirements of a function; a function requires only those operations it uses, no more, no less. This lead to an alternate name for dynamic typing: duck typ-
3. Graphics programming

Real-time 3D computer graphics is usually done using a dedicated graphics card, responsible for drawing, or rasterizing, polygons to the screen. Modern graphics cards also have a programmable graphics processing unit (GPU) which enables parts of the rasterization process to be programmatically redefined. For a thorough introduction to programming graphics cards see “The Cg Tutorial” by Fernando and Kilgard [46] or the “OpenGL Programming Guide” by Shreiner et al. [49].

3.1 3D graphics cards

3D graphics cards implement a graphics pipeline (see Figure 1) consisting of multiple stages where polygons are transformed, clipped, textured, and finally rasterized to the screen. Typically, each stage consists of multiple parts where each part can be turned
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either on or off. Also, the different parts can be controlled to some limited degree. For instance, the depth testing part of the fragment processing stage can be turned on or off, and be instructed to use different functions for determining whether a fragment is visible or not.

By controlling the different stages of the pipeline, an application can achieve a wide range of different visual effects. For example, texturing, transparency, anti-aliasing, and line stippling can all be controlled by setting one or more states to the appropriate values. For controlling these pipeline stages, graphics APIs, such as OpenGL [49] and DirectX [16], are supported by all major graphics card vendors.

3.2 The graphics processing unit

In the late 1990s and early 2000s, the increasing demands of real-time graphics applications, typically games, led to the introduction of a large number of specialized hardware extensions. These extensions each provide a specific feature required for increased visual acuity, over that provided by the fixed-function pipeline. Examples of such extensions are per-fragment lighting, bump-mapping, and vertex weighting. As an interesting comparison, today there are over 300 different OpenGL extensions. A more general method for handling extensions was needed.

This led to the introduction of programmable graphics hardware, commonly called the graphics processing unit (GPU). The GPU allows the vertex and fragment processing steps of the graphics pipeline to be programmatically redefined. This programmability simultaneously allowed most of the extensions previously introduced to be emulated, and expanded the boundaries of the kind of real-time visual effects that were possible.

Programs running on the GPU are shader programs, referring to the act of coloring, or shading, a pixel. GPU programs that operate on vertices are called vertex shaders and programs operating on fragments, consequently, fragment shaders.\(^1\)

\(^1\)In DirectX this is known as pixel shaders because it is the part of the shader that is responsible for computing the final pixel color. The OpenGL community use the term fragment instead, since it is a complete data fragment (including, for instance, color, texture coordinates, and depth information) that is computed in this part of the pipeline. If this fragment passes all the per-fragment tests it is written as a color value to a pixel. The distinction is unimportant in the context of this work and the term fragment shader will be used from here on.
3. Graphics Programming

The GPU programming model

Modern GPUs are highly parallel stream processors capable of raw floating-point performance in excess to that of current generations CPUs. A typical GPU uses a SIMD-type architecture, where operations are performed in parallel on 4-tuples of floating-point values. For an overview of the fragment processing stage of a modern GPU, see Figure 2.

The high performance of the GPU comes from it being both highly parallel and aggressively pipelined. This imposes certain restrictions on the level of programmability of the GPU. Current generations do not provide globally writable memory. Memory may be accessed only by reading from 1, 2, or 3-dimensional texture maps. Instead computations are performed using a set of registers.

This lack of writable memory put severe restrictions on the programmability of the GPU. For instance, it is not possible to use objects or even lists, since they both rely on dynamic memory allocation. Furthermore, a fragment program may only write information to one pixel on the screen. The position of this pixel is determined earlier in a fixed-function part of the pipeline and cannot be changed. This lack of scattered writes has implications on using the GPU for more general, non-graphical computational tasks.

GPU programming languages

The first generations of GPUs were programmed using assembler languages specific to each vendor. Now, NVIDIA’s Cg [39], Microsoft’s HLSL [24], and GLSL by the OpenGL ARB [36], provide C-like languages for programming the GPU. These enable shader programs to be written at a higher level than previously possible. Of these languages, HLSL and GLSL are specific to DirectX and OpenGL, respectively. Cg can be used with both DirectX and OpenGL.

Also, as mentioned above, Sh and Vertigo provide GPU programming languages embedded in C++ and Haskell, respectively.
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3.3 Effects

The common use of shaders is for implementing visual effects, such as realistic lighting models, shadows, glowing objects, furry objects, etc. In these scenarios, the shader programs usually depend both on non-programmable pipeline states being set, as well as on CPU-level code for setting program parameters and downloading texture information. Furthermore, many visual effects require rendering the same geometry multiple times, in so called passes, using different shaders or shader parameters in each pass.

This lead to an extension of the above GPU languages called effects, or fx-files. Examples of effect frameworks are FX [24] for HLSL, and CgFX [8] for Cg. Effects enable shader programs to be associated with their corresponding pipeline states into passes. Multiple passes can then be combined to create techniques that encapsulates a complete visual effect. An fx-file may have multiple techniques each containing alternate effect implementations suitable for different hardware capabilities, different levels of visual acuity, etc. Also, effects have parameters, known as tweakables, that allow the effect to be controlled. Examples of tweakables are material reflection properties, fur length, and glow amount and intensity.

Effect files solve the problem of associating shaders with pipeline states. However, they only partially address the problem of encapsulating effects: CPU-based code necessary for the effect, such as the computation of a model-relative light position, cannot be expressed within the effect framework.

3.4 General purpose GPU

The programmability and high performance of the GPU have spawned a great interest in using it for computationally intensive, non-graphical tasks. Algorithms, such as image processing [43], fluid simulation [25], behavioral models [11], audio processing [59], database operations [23], and numerical solvers [21], have all been implemented to run on the GPU. Using the GPU for a non-graphical task, such as simulation or numerical computations, is collectively known as general purpose GPU, abbreviated GPGPU.

The main advantage of using the GPU is performance. By using the pipelined, highly parallel architecture it is possible to achieve raw numerical floating-point performance an order of magnitude greater than current CPU generations. Moreover, the speed increase with each new GPU generation is greater than the corresponding increase in CPU processing power. This makes the GPU a very attractive platform for computationally intensive algorithms.

However, as explained in Section 3.2, the programming model of the GPU is quite restricted. Furthermore, since the GPU only works with graphic primitives such as vertices, triangles, and textures, porting an algorithm to run on the GPU entails expressing it in terms of these primitives. This implies that, in order to use the GPU as a numerical co-processor, an implementor must have in-depth knowledge of both the target domain, e.g., numerical algorithms or audio processing, and advanced, real-
4. Contributions

This thesis considers the area of implementing embedded DSLs in dynamic languages. The key contributions are:

– A method for compiling high-level, embedded DSLs suitable for dynamic languages.

– An image abstraction suitable for translation to the GPU.

– An introspective method for reducing glue-code requirements when using domain specific languages.

This work has been carried out in the context of programming modern graphics cards, including both controlling pipeline states and high-level programming of the graphics processing unit. The results in this thesis were obtained by designing and implementing two novel prototype languages; PyFX and PyGPU, both embedded in Python.

4.1 PyFX

PyFX is a language for writing multi-pass, real-time visual effects. It makes extensive use of introspection in order to minimize dependencies between effects and the application that use them. Previous effect frameworks break encapsulation by introducing cyclic dependencies between application and effect. PyFX avoids this by viewing effects as active objects that can automatically extract information from the application. This substantially reduces the amount of glue-code required, often down to just a couple of lines. Also, since PyFX is a real programming language, rather than a simple file format, it enables common software design methodologies, such as modularization and abstraction, to be used in the construction of effects.

PyFX supports run time composition of shader code, enabling efficient code sharing and reuse, as well as allowing more flexible uses of effects. For instance, using shader composition in PyFX allows effects to be used with any combination of light sources and material properties. In addition, PyFX introduce an additional set of effect primitives, such as render-to-texture and image processing support, not found in other effect frameworks at the time. An example effect together with its implementation is shown in Figure 3.
GlowColor = (0.9, 0.5, 0.1)
blurBuffer = RGBABuffer()

def Gaussian2D(buffer):
    return [Gaussian1D(buffer, (1, 0)),
            Gaussian1D(buffer, (0, 1))]

Figure 3: A PyFX glow effect example. The effect renders the geometry to an off-screen buffer. This buffer is blurred using consecutive 1-dimensional convolutions and the result is blended onto original geometry, resulting in a glowing, halo-like appearance.

The implementation of PyFX is described in detail in Paper 1. Paper 2 provides a number of usage examples of PyFX, focusing on the benefits of using a real programming language for describing effects.

4.2 PyGPU

PyGPU is a high-level embedded language for writing image processing algorithms that run on the GPU. The GPU is a very restricted platform whose lack of writable memory makes direct translation of, for example, lists impossible.

The PyGPU language is designed around an abstraction viewing images as functions from a 2-dimensional grid to some space of colors. This abstraction captures the capabilities and restrictions of the GPU at the domain level, efficiently disallowing those algorithms which cannot be translated to the GPU. The abstraction is still powerful enough to allow many interesting image processing algorithms to be implemented to take advantage of the GPU. In fact, PyGPU enables most of Python’s features to be used in the construction of image processing algorithms. See Figure 4 for an example of Perona-Malik [44] anisotropic diffusion implemented in PyGPU.

The PyGPU compiler uses a combination of translative and generative techniques to translate algorithms to efficient GPU code. This enables many of the high-level features of Python to be used in the construction of GPU programs. PyGPU makes heavy use of the introspection and dynamic code execution facilities of Python, allowing the compiler to be expressed concisely making maximal reuse of the existing Python interpreter and runtime system.

The implementation of the PyGPU compiler is described in Paper 3. A number of algorithm examples and performance characteristics are discussed in Paper 4.
5. Conclusions

Dynamic languages have shown to provide a flexible environment for experimenting with and implementing embedded languages. Support for introspection and dynamic code execution have been shown to greatly facilitating implementing both ordinary, library-based embedded languages as well as those that are translated to some platform or processor.

Using introspection to compile parts of a program for some other processor, as is done in PyGPU, should be reusable in a variety of scenarios. For example, in the generation of efficient numeric CPU code and construction of program for embedded devices. Another interesting research venue would be extending PyGPU to handle more general GPGPU algorithms.

Figure 4: Perona-Malik anisotropic diffusion in PyGPU. The diffusion step is written concisely as the sum of the contributions from the nearby pixels. The function \(g\) and the variable \(K\) controls the slope of the diffusion transport coefficients. The image above was generated with \(K = 0.25\) using 400 iterations.
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ABSTRACT

The programmability of modern graphics processing units (GPUs) provide great flexibility for creating a wide range of advanced effects for interactive graphics. Developing such effects requires writing not only shader code to be executed by the GPU but also supporting code in the application where the effect is to be used. This support code creates dependencies between effects and the applications that use them, making it harder to evolve applications and to reuse effects. Existing effect frameworks, such as DirectX Effects and CgFX, can only provide partial encapsulation because they consider effects as passive data structures. In this paper we present an effect framework written in an ordinary scripting language where effects are active entities. This makes it possible to completely encapsulate both shaders and support code thereby minimizing the dependencies to the application.

SIGRAD 2004 Conference proceedings, pages 17–24, 2004
1 Introduction

The availability of programmable graphics processors has made procedural effects a key ingredient in real-time graphics productions. Where content creation previously was mainly the combination of a wide range of different kinds of artwork such as geometric models, textures, and motion data, it now also has to include algorithmic development. Writing the shader code to be executed on the graphics processors is something which traditionally is not part of an artist’s skill set. Instead this new development model requires a closer relationship between artists and shader programmers. Previously programmers of interactive graphics applications were primarily concentrated with loading and displaying content created by the artists in an efficient and correct manner, a task which is handled fairly independent of the actual content. But with programmable graphics processors the roles of artists and programmers become more intertwined. When the artist conceives of a visual effect it is the programmers job to supply shader programs and the necessary modifications to the application for achieving that effect. But once written, the shader program typically requires actual textures and parameter values and it is the artists job to supply that.

For efficient collaboration it is important, to both artists and programmers, that the graphical effect is a well-defined entity. It should include all relevant resources and functionality, both shader code and application support, required for correct operation. This need for encapsulation is the motivation behind technologies such as the DirectX Effects by Microsoft and CgFX by NVIDIA. In these frameworks the notion of an effect is used as the key unit of abstraction. But although these technologies provide a number of features which improve the handling of effects they still require a substantial amount of application support. All but the most trivial effects have dependencies in the application that use them.

The effect framework presented in this paper aims to provide complete encapsulation of effects in the sense that specific support code avoided and parameter passing is made with the most unobtrusive mechanism possible. We have implemented a prototype which uses Python both for the implementation of the framework and to express the effects themselves. This paper is focused on the implementation of the framework and its application interface, whereas the benefits of writing effects in Python is described in more detail elsewhere [11].

1.1 Related work

The focus on complete effects is different from most other approaches. Most real-time shading language research has been focused on mapping high-level shading languages to real-time shading hardware. Research was initiated by Cook [3] with the introduction of shade trees, which spawned a number of shading languages such as RenderMan [8] or Perlin’s image synthesizer [18]. These languages were originally used for off-line shading but with advances in hardware Peercy et al showed that it was possible to execute RenderMan shaders on an extended OpenGL 1.2 platform by viewing the graphics hardware as a SIMD pixel processor [17]. Olano et al presented
an alternative approach with the pfman language [16] for the Pixelflow rendering system [15], a flexible platform based on image composition which, unfortunately, bears little resemblance to the GPUs of today.

The computational model of separating per-vertex and per-pixel computations was introduced by Proudfoot et al [19] which allowed the to efficiently map shader programs to hardware. This separation is used explicitly in the real-time shading languages used in the industry today: Cg by NVIDIA [12], HSL by Microsoft [7] and OpenGL shading language [10] introduced with OpenGL 2.0. This is also the case with the Sh language [13, 14]; a shading language embedded in C++ which provides a number of powerful high-level features for shader construction. Another embedded shading language is Vertigo [5] which uses the purely functional language Haskell as a host language to provide a clean model for writing shaders for generative geometry.

All these efforts have focused on various aspects of shader programming but the writing of effects containing multiple shaders have not received the same amount of attention. The Quake3 shader model [1] provides a rudimentary interface for controlling the application of multiple textures. DirectX Effects [4] extend the HLSL shading language and introduce a richer, more powerful interface for controlling the rendering pipeline. NVIDIA provide a superset of this functionality with their CgFX framework [2], based on Cg. This is further elaborated on in Section 1.3.

1.2 Shader programming

To demonstrate the issues involved in the implementation of shader based effects and how an active framework like PyFX can alleviate these problems we will use a running example throughout this paper. The description of this example will be fairly detailed because the causes of application dependencies and need for support can often be found in those details which would usually be omitted in a more concise description.

The example we use is the lighting model known as hemispheric lighting, where the idea is to give a contribution of indirect light as a mixture of light from the sky and light from the ground. A given point is colored depending on orientation of its surface normal, the more it is oriented towards the sky the more light from the above light source it receives, and vice versa. The effect of using this model can be seen on the bunny in Figure 1.1. A shader program which implements this model can be written in Cg as

```c
void main(float4 position : POSITION,
          float4 normal : NORMAL,
          out float4 clipPosition : POSITION,
          out float3 color : COLOR,
          uniform float4x4 ModelViewProj,
          uniform float4x4 ModelViewIT,
          uniform float4x4 WorldView,
          uniform float3 MaterialColor,
          uniform float3 SkyColor,
          uniform float3 GroundColor)
```
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Figure 1.1: Hemispheric lighting on bunny

```
{ 
    clipPosition = mul(ModelViewProj, position);
    float4x4 ModelWorldIT = mul(ModelView,ModelViewIT);
    float3 worldNormal = mul(ModelWorldIT,normal).xyz;
    worldNormal = normalize(worldNormal);
    color = lerp(GroundColor, SkyColor,
                  (worldNormal.y + 1)/2)*MaterialColor;
}
```

Listing 1.1: Hemispheric lighting in Cg

This shader program is a vertex shader. It computes the vertex normal in world-space \texttt{worldNormal} by using the inverse transpose of the model-world transform \texttt{ModelWorldIT}. The amount of incident light of the vertex is then computed by linear interpolation \texttt{lerp} of the sky and ground color where the weighting factor is determined the y-component world-space normal. The incident light is weighted by the material properties of the object. Finally, as required by all vertex programs the clip-space coordinates \texttt{clipPosition} are computed using the projection matrix \texttt{ModelViewProj}.

The parameters to the program which are marked as \texttt{uniform} are those which are constant for the duration of the shader program, whereas the other parameters vary over the vertices of the mesh. The extra field (\texttt{POSITION}, \texttt{NORMAL}, and \texttt{COLOR} in this example), known as the \texttt{semantic} of the parameter specify how they are mapped to application data. For example, an \texttt{in} parameter with semantic \texttt{NORMAL} is specified using OpenGL's \texttt{glNormal*} calls from the application.

Shaders require application programmers to write support code for every shader to be used. In order to access shader program parameters an application level identifier is needed. Accessing the parameter identifiers of our example shader from C++ would be as follows.

```c++
cg_mvp = cgGetNamedParameter(cg_prog, "ModelViewProj");
```
Each time the shader is used it must be bound after which each parameter has to be set to its current value using the corresponding Cg parameter identifier. The target for which the shader program has been compiled, called the profile of the program, must also be enabled.

```
cgGLBindProgram(cg_prog);
cgGLSetMatrixParameter(cg_mvp, CG_GL_MODELVIEW_MATRIX, CG_GL_MATRIX_IDENTITY);
cgGLSetMatrixParameter(cg_mvit, CG_GL_MODELVIEW_MATRIX, CG_GL_MATRIX_INVERSE_TRANSPOSE);
cgGLSetMatrixParameterfr(cg_wv, camera->inverseTransform());
cgGLSetParameter3fv(cg_materialColor, MaterialColor);
cgGLSetParameter3fv(cg_groundColor, GroundColor);
cgGLSetParameter3fv(cg_skyColor, SkyColor);
cgGLEnableProfile(cg_profile);
```

Listing 1.3: Binding shader program and setting parameters

Changing the parameters of the effect at run-time amounts to changing the local variables used here, for example MaterialColor, SkyColor, and GroundColor. This code can be compiled and delivered together with the shader code as a complete package which can be used by the artist. However, there are limitations with this approach. All but the most trivial shaders require support code for setting parameters and renderer pipeline states. This support code is specific to each application due to differences in how textures are loaded and accessed, renderer pipeline state are set, etc. This gives unwanted dependencies between shaders and applications. Encapsulating these dependencies is a difficult problem since different applications have very different notions of what is important, for instance an artist’s tool must be able to provide GUI components for manipulating the shader whereas an engine is primarily concerned with efficiency.

This encapsulation is made even more difficult when using shaders written by an external party. Externally written shaders use different interfaces but must still be accessible in the same manner as in-house developed ones in order to provide a unified working model for both artists and developers. The amount of work needed to adapt such shaders can often be too large.
1.3 Effects

The problems associated with using shaders as shown above are caused by a lack of encapsulation. Information associated with the shader and necessary for the shader to work is mixed with application code and not packaged together with the shader itself. This has called for a new level of abstraction and a new kind of entity to do the encapsulation. These entities are known as effects.

Today there are two major effect frameworks in use, the DirectX Effects by Microsoft [4] and CgFX by NVIDIA [2]. Both provide a text-based format where shader code, parameters and pass specifications are written in one file. This file is loaded by the application and compiled for the current run-time platform. The two formats are very similar and can in many instances be used interchangeably. Using CgFX the hemispheric lighting example can be implemented as:

```cpp
float3 MaterialColor = { 1.0, 1.0, 1.0 }; 
float3 SkyColor = { 0.5, 0.5, 1.0 }; 
float3 GroundColor = { 0.0, 0.1, 0.0 }; 
float4x4 ModelViewProj: MODELVIEWPROJ; 
float4x4 ModelViewIT : MODELVIEWIT; 
float4x4 WorldView : WORLDVIEW;

shader code as in listing 1.1

technique Hemispheric {
  pass p0 {
    VertexShader = compile vs_1_1 main(ModelViewProj, 
      ModelViewIT, 
      SkyColor, 
      GroundColor); 
  }
}
```

Listing 1.4: Hemispheric lighting in CgFX

This effect declares three parameters which are intended to be set at design time, Material Color, SkyColor, and GroundColor, and three parameters that are intended to be set at run-time by the application: ModelViewProj, ModelViewIT, and WorldView. The design-time parameters, also known as tweakables, may have associated annotations which can be used by design tools to automatically provide a suitable user interface for setting the parameter. For example a color picker control may be used to set the value of a color parameter. Run-time parameters on the other may have semantic identifiers associated with them, and similar to shader semantics, their purpose is to specify the mapping to application data without relying on parameter name. Instead an application can define a number of semantic identifiers which may be used in the effect.

Following the declaration of the effect parameters is the shader code. It is identical to Listing 1.1 and is therefore omitted here. Finally the effect declares a so called technique which describes number of rendering passes needed and the render states to
be used in each pass. In this case there is a single rendering pass and in that pass the
vertex shader main is to be compiled for the shader profile vs_1_1 and the uniform
shader parameters should have the values of the corresponding effect parameters.

Once loaded an effect can be used in the application like this

```c
unsigned int numPasses;
effect->Begin(&numPasses, 0);
for (unsigned int p = 0; p < numPasses; p++)
{
    effect->Pass(p);
    renderMesh(mesh);
}
effect->End();
```

Listing 1.5: Effect usage with CgFX

The textures used by an effect are generally declared as tweakables where an annotation
is used to specify the filename.

```c
texture colorTexture : DiffuseMap <
    string File = "default_color.dds";
>
```

Using a texture in a shader program is done indirectly through something called a
sampler which specifies how the texture is accessed. Declaring a simple 2-dimensional
sampler using linear minification and magnification filters for the above texture we write

```c
sampler2D colorSampler = sampler_state {
    Texture = <colorTexture>;
    MinFilter = Linear;
    MagFilter = Linear;
};
```

This sampler is then passed to a shader program just as any other parameter.

Effects provide a number of mechanisms for separating applications from shaders.
First, the effect format give a clear, high-level, and concise specification of shader
programs, textures, and render states. This includes a unified method for handling
multipass effects as well as having multiple implementations (fixed-function fall backs
etc.) of the same visual effect. This specification is independent of the target architec-
ture on which the effect is to run.

Second, tweakables provide the artist with a method for setting parameters at design
time. This reduces support code since the engine only needs to concern itself with
providing run-time parameters such as projection matrices etc.

Third, user-defined semantics provides a method for the engine to provide such run-
time parameters. The application defines a number of semantic identifiers which it
support and this creates an rudimentary interface to effects which, together with de-
fault values for parameters, relieves the effect developers of writing per-effect support
code (cf. Listings 1.2 and 1.3).

However, as in the case with using shaders directly, there still exist a problem of en-
capsulation. The application defines an interface for the effects by using user-defined
semantics. This interface is fixed, and this limits the number of shaders that may be expressed and used within a single application.

2 PyFX

The limitations in encapsulation of existing effect frameworks is due to the fact that effects are passive entities, text files, which are operated on by the application, which is the active party. If this relationship could be reversed so that effects are active instead, a better interface can be built where they can be responsible for retrieving the data they need from applications rather than the other way around. To achieve this reversed flow of control the effects must be embedded in a context which can do actual execution on their behalf.

2.1 PyFX overview

We have used Python, an existing scripting language to develop an active effect framework called PyFX. The current implementation supports applications using OpenGL and shaders written in Cg and its feature set closely resembles that of CgFX. In PyFX however, Python is used both to implement the framework and to write the effects themselves.

In an object-oriented language, it is natural to represent different effects as subclasses to a common effect base class. The subclasses implement specific functionality whereas functionality common to all effects are inherited from the base class. The object-oriented model also provides a natural mapping to the collaborative work-flow between programmers and artists. Effect programmers write new effects by making new effect subclasses, whereas the artist provides textures, sets parameters, etc. to make effect instances from existing classes.

Below is the hemispheric lighting example written in PyFX. It shows the Python class Hemispheric as a subclass of the general Effect class.

class Hemispheric(Effect):
    vs = Cg('"
     shader code as in listing 1.1"
"
    SkyColor = (0.5, 0.5, 1.0)
    GroundColor= (0.0, 0.3, 0.0)

    def __init__(self,
        MaterialColor= (1.0, 1.0, 1.0)):
        Effect.__init__(self)

        self.MaterialColor = MaterialColor

        self.technique = [Pass(VertexShader = vs())]

Listing 1.6: Hemispheric lighting in PyFX
The declaration has two main parts: the class variables and the constructor (the \_init\_ member). The first class variable \_vs\_ contains the shader program as a string wrapped by an instance of a Python class called \_Cg\_. and the other two class variables SkyColor and GroundColor are simply effect parameters. The class constructor, which creates new instances of the class, takes one additional effect parameter MaterialColor as an argument. The ability to differentiate between class variables and instance variables allows the effect writer to indicate that some parameters are intended to be the same for all instances of the class whereas other parameters may be different. The constructor body calls the superclass constructor and sets the instance variable MaterialColor of the object. Finally, the instance variable technique is set to specify that this is a single pass effect and that the pass should use the shader \_vs\_ as its vertex shader.

Having instantiated this effect, for example like this

\begin{verbatim}
  effect = Hemispheric(MaterialColor = (0.0,0.0,1.0))
\end{verbatim}

it can be applied to a mesh by

\begin{verbatim}
  while effect.hasMorePasses(mesh):
    renderMesh(mesh)
\end{verbatim}

The Effect member function hasMorePasses does setup for each pass of the effect and also specifies how many times the mesh needs to be rendered.

Having applied effects to meshes the next issue is the passing of information from the application to the effect and its shader. In PyFX this data can be passed through a number of different channels.

The most obvious way is through constructor parameters when the Hemispheric effect is instantiated. The example above shows how MaterialColor is set to the color blue. In the hemispherical lighting example the constructor parameters correspond exactly to an instance variable of the effect. Another method of passing data to the shader is to assign new values to this variable. For example

\begin{verbatim}
  effect.MaterialColor = (0.5, 0.5, 1.0)
\end{verbatim}

changes material color so that it is now light blue. Similarly class variables can also be assigned new values

\begin{verbatim}
  Hemispheric.GroundColor = (0, 0, 0)
\end{verbatim}

The framework then make sure that these changes are made available to the shader code.

Another type of parameters are the transformation matrices used by the effect: ModelViewProj, ModelViewIT and ViewWorld. The matrices ModelViewProj and ModelViewIT can be retrieved from the OpenGL rendering pipeline and in PyFX this is handled automatically.

The third parameter ViewWorld needs special treatment. It is the inverse camera transform, used by the effect to compute the ModelWorld transform, neither of which can be automatically retrieved from the pipeline. It must therefore be provided by the
application. Since this parameter is the same for different instances it makes sense to make it a class variable. However, it is even more general than that since you could easily think of other effects that might need it. In this case we can therefore set it as a class variable on the \texttt{Effect} base class, for example:

\begin{verbatim}
Effect.ViewWorld = camera.inverseTransform()
\end{verbatim}

Yet another method for passing data from the application is when the effect needs additional data at each vertex, \emph{i.e.} non-standard varying parameters. In our hemispherical lighting example this is not the case, but a more advanced version of hemispheric lighting can used to illustrate this case [9]. This version use additional per-vertex mesh data, called the \textit{occlusion factor}, which determine the amount of hemispheric light which reach the point in question. If the shader program has the following prototype

\begin{verbatim}
void main(..., float OcclusionFactor : COLOR)
\end{verbatim}

Then, if the mesh has an array member \texttt{OcclusionFactor}, PyFX will automatically bind this to the varying parameter with the same name.

### 2.2 PyFX details

#### Techniques

The structure of PyFX effects is inspired by that of DirectX Effects and CgFX frameworks. As in these each effect contain one or more techniques. Each technique contain a number of passes which are to be run consecutively. Each render pass has associated render states specifying the necessary pipeline states required to run the pass. Specifying that back-face culling should be disabled while alpha-blending is enabled is written in CgFX as

\begin{verbatim}
pass p0 {
    CullMode = NONE,
    AlphaBlendEnable = True
}
\end{verbatim}

In PyFX the same render pass specification would look like

\begin{verbatim}
Render(CullMode = None,
       AlphaBlendEnable = True)
\end{verbatim}

A single technique effect for CgFX is shown in listing 1.4. The corresponding effect in PyFX is given in listing 1.6. Providing two techniques \texttt{Hemispheric} and \texttt{Ambient} in CgFX is done by providing multiple technique blocks

\begin{verbatim}
technique Hemispheric {
    pass p0 {
        VertexShader = compile vs_1_1 main();
    }
}

technique Ambient {
\end{verbatim}
pass p0 {
    Color = <ambientColor>;
}
}

The same would be written in PyFX as

```python
technique = {}

technique['Hemispheric'] = [
    Render(VertexShader = vs())
]

technique['Ambient'] = [
    Render(Ambient = AmbientColor)
]
```

**Textures**

Texturing in PyFX is, as in CgFX, divided into textures and samplers. Declaring the same texture and sampler as above (Section 1.3) in PyFX would be written as

```python
colorTexture = Texture(filename="default_color.dds")
colorSampler = Sampler(colorTexture,
    MinFilter = Linear,
    MagFilter = Linear)
```

This sampler can then be used either by a shader program, using parameter resolution, or in the fixed-function pipeline by

```python
Render(Texture0 = colorSampler)
```

Multi-texturing is naturally supported and when using multiple textures in a shader program this is automatically handled by the shader parameter resolution code. For fixed-function effects the different texturing-units are accessible via

```python
Render(Texture0 = colorSampler,
    Texture1 = lightMapSampler)
```

where `colorSampler` and `lightMapSampler` are two samplers with appropriate settings.

**Shaders**

Shaders are provided via strings wrapped with classes providing information on the type of shader code contained in the string. Sometimes it is useful to specify the target for which a given shader should be compiled. This can be achieved via

```python
Render(VertexShader = vs(target=arbvp1))
```

Also, passing explicit parameters to shader programs can be done by adding keyword arguments to the shader invocation. Suppose we have an outlining effect which draws a gradually more transparent outline around an object. This effect should run multiple passes with the same shader program (called `outline`) but with a parameter `offset` determining the size and opacity of the outline.
Listing 1.7: Setting compile-time parameters

The same thing can be expressed in CgFX but the result is more verbose since every shader parameter must be passed explicitly.

If a shader program source code `shader` contains multiple programs, say a vertex shader `shadeVertex` and a pixel shader `shadePixel`, these programs entries can be accessed by the corresponding methods on the shader object

```c
Render(VertexShader = shader.shadeVertex(),
       PixelShader = shader.shadePixel())
```

Parameter resolution in PyFX

Application level variables having the same name as the shader program parameters are used as arguments to the shader program. These arguments are defined in one of the following places:

- Either it is a compile-time parameter to the shader program (see listing 1.7), or
- an attribute of the effect object, or
- an attribute on the mesh currently being rendered, or, lastly,
- a member of a predefined set of state parameters giving access to current pipeline states.

Attributes of the effect instance include both instance parameters, such as the material color parameters above (Section 2.1), and class parameters, `SkyColor` and `GroundColor` above. As usual the class scope includes the scope of its superclass making the `WorldView` transform accessible to the shader programs. In the above examples the `OcclusionFactor` is a mesh attribute and the `ModelViewProj` and `ModelViewIT` matrices are both pipeline state parameters.

If there are multiple variables with the same name the order of precedence is that compile-time parameters take precedence over instance attributes, which take precedence over class variables. Effect class variables take precedence over mesh attributes and state parameters are used last.

This gives a natural correspondence between parameters to the shader program and application data. Setting effect class-specific values amounts to setting effect class-variables whereas effect instance-specific values are set by setting the appropriate attribute on the effect instance in question. Effects take a more active role since they are allowed to extract information from the mesh currently being rendered thus minimizing the amount of application level dependencies.

The mapping is recursive so the following Cg shader program
struct Light {
    float3 position;
    float4 color;
};

void main(..., uniform Light light) { ... }

will use position and color member of the application level variable light.

Name maps

The lookup scheme above gives great flexibility in both writing and using effects. However, when dealing, for instance, with third-party effects a name-based lookup is not always sufficient since naming conventions may differ. Suppose we wish to use an effect which uses the name DiffuseMap where our application use DiffuseTex. An obviously unattractive solution would be to add DiffuseMap to our code and make sure to update it each time we change DiffuseTex.

PyFX solves this problem by having user defined name maps. The Effect class allows us to pass a dictionary of how parameter names at the shader level should be mapped to parameter names at the application level. Defining a dictionary containing our mappings and passing it to the effect nicely handles this.

```python
myNameMap = {'DiffuseMap' : 'DiffuseTex'}
effect = SomeTexture(nameMap = myNameMap)
```

A request for the DiffuseMap will now be automatically translated to a requests for DiffuseTex.

Language embedding

The fact that Python is used to write effects and not only for implementing the framework is convenient but not strictly necessary. It would have been possible to write an interpreter and for example use the CgFX format. However, the complete embedded of effects in Python has the advantage that all the ordinary language features such as lists, tuples, loops, functions, dictionaries, list comprehension, etc. are available to the effect writer[11]. As a very simple example we could have used a list comprehension to write the pass specification of the outline effect (listing 1.7) as

```python
(Render(Shader=outline(factor=f))
    for f in [1.0, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25])
```

Module-style effects

When using concrete subclasses of Effect the application needs to know about every such class at compile-time, something known as the library problem. This is clearly not desirable in a graphics application and it was one of the problems effects were created to alleviate. In traditional object-oriented design it is solved by introducing an
abstract factory for handling instantiation of concrete subclasses [6]. However, using the flexibility of Python we can provide a method which simultaneous solves this problem while giving a cleaner and more direct syntax for declaring effects. Effects can be implemented simply as Python modules which can be loaded by

```python
effect = Effect('Hemispheric')
```

This loads the Hemispheric effect module which can be used just as any other effect. Note however, that since the actual subclass is not known setting class variables such as GroundColor (cf. Section 2.1) is not possible.

Image processing

PyFX also provides a mechanism for specifying render targets other than the frame buffer to which rasterization should occur. Furthermore it is possible to have passes which do not render geometry but instead do shader based image processing. These two features, which are not available in CgFX or DirectX, allow effects such as blurring, edge detection, image compositing etc. to be expressed in an application independent manner.

3 Implementation

PyFX is implemented on top of PyOpenGL [20] and a SWIG [21] generated interface to the Cg runtime library. The implementation consists of about 800 lines of Python code. The bulk of it is concerned with basic functionality needed in any effect framework such as loading and binding textures, compiling shader programs, and initializing OpenGL extensions. The remaining part implements the distinguishing features of PyFX, i.e. mapping declarative state specification to function invocations and performing parameter resolution. This part is remarkably small, only about 10% or 80 lines of code. This compactness is possible because of Python’s dynamic object model and introspection facilities.

3.1 Renderer management

The entry point of the PyFX framework is provided by the top-level Effect class. It is essentially a container for other objects, i.e. techniques, passes, textures, samplers, and shaders. These classes interact with the underlying graphics API through a global RenderState singleton class which implements manipulation of the renderer pipeline state. The majority of its methods correspond one-to-one to the available state variables. For instance the CullMode state is implemented as

```python
class RenderState:
    ...
    def CullMode(self, val):
        if val:
            glEnable(GL_CULL_FACE)
```
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When a Render is activated it instructs the RenderState object state to change the state of the rendering pipeline. This is done by mapping every state specified in the pass object to a method invocation. For example, a pass specified by

```python
Render(Color = (1.0, 0.0, 0.0),
      CullMode = None)
```

will result in the following method calls on:

```python
state.Color((1.0, 0.0, 0.0))
state.CullMode(None)
```

Doing this mapping is the responsibility of the Render class and by using the dynamic introspective features in Python, it can have a very small implementation:

```python
class Render:
    def __init__(self, **kwords):
        self.kwords = kwords
    def use(self, state):
        for s, v in self.kwords.items():
            marshalFX(state, s, v)
```

The marshalFX maps the state name s to the proper method name and calls this method with argument v. It is similar to the marshaling used by RPC (remote procedure calls), whereby serialized data (dictionary tuples) are converted to method invocations. Implementing marshalFX is a two-liner:

```python
def marshalFX(obj, name, *args):
    method = getattr(obj, name)
    return method(*args)
```

### 3.2 Texture and sampler state

The class Texture provides an encapsulation similar to RenderState but for the available texture states such as filtering, texture coordinate wrapping, etc. The texture state information is maintained by the corresponding Sampler and it is responsible for marshaling this information to method invocations on the Texture object.

When a Sampler is used by either the fixed-function pipeline or by a shader the framework allocates a free texture unit and asks the sampler to bind itself to that unit.

### 3.3 Shaders

Just as samplers are responsible for performing binding textures and setting texture states, every Shader object is responsible for performing its own loading, binding, compilation, and parameter resolution. This implementation is actually contained in
subclasses for different shader programming languages. Currently the only subclass implemented is Cg.

When the pass specifies a vertex or fragment shader the state object instructs the shader to bind itself. A shader binding itself includes setting the value of every parameter needed by the shader. The mapping scheme of PyFX between parameters and application variables is implemented by a Resolver object whose responsibility it is to search the effect and mesh name spaces as well as providing name mapping (Section 2.2). The resolver searches a list of objects for a given attribute, optionally transform the attribute name via the name mapping dictionary:

```python
class Resolver:
    def __init__(self,nameMap,*objs):
        self.nameMap = nameMap
        self.objs = objs
    def __getattr__(self,attr):
        if self.nameMap.has_key(attr):
            attr = self.nameMap[attr]
        for obj in self.objs:
            if hasattr(obj,attr):
                return getattr(obj,attr)
```

The Cg class use the resolver to locate shader parameters and set these by invoking the corresponding CgGL functions. For simple variables the cgGLSetParameter-family of functions are used. Aggregate parameters, such as arrays and structs, are handled by iterating over the members and setting each element recursively.

4 Conclusions and future work

The most prominent features provided by the PyFX framework is the decoupling of effects from the application. This “activation” of an effect, enabling it to obtain needed data from e.g. the current mesh without the need to introduce application level support code, greatly reduces dependencies between effects and the application. Using this activation together with the introspection features of Python gives a natural mirroring between data at the application level and data at the level of shader programs. This also eliminates the need for user-defined semantics since there is no longer any need to provide ad hoc hooks for applications to provide specialized data and operations. Instead the object-oriented extensible nature of the host programming languages can be used to provide this functionality natively at the effect level.

There are some limitations however, in the current implementation of PyFX. Support for manipulating fixed-function effect parameters is limited. Consider a simple effect such as

```python
class SimpleColor:
    color = (1,0,0)
    technique = [Render(Color=color)]
```
Manipulating the color attribute of this effect will not have the desired effect, the color used for drawing will remain red. The reason why the parameter resolution algorithm (Section 2.2) can not be applied in this case is that it requires access to the parameter names. These names are only available to shader based effects where they are supplied by the Cg run-time library.

The overall purpose of PyFX is to be a flexible tool for investigating what kind of features and functions are needed to make effect programming as easy and productive as possible. Future work includes investigating how effects can be combined efficiently at run-time allowing, for instance, stencil-buffer shadow algorithms to coexist with other visual effects.
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Abstract

Programming real-time effects for contemporary GPUs requires writing shader programs to run on the GPU as well as code for the render state setup logic performed by the CPU. While the GPU parts are well supported by high level programming languages, the effect frameworks commonly used for the CPU parts are lacking both in functionality and expressive power, which makes them difficult to work with.

In this paper we present an effect framework implemented as an embedded language in Python. We show that this high-level language for effect descriptions provide increased expressivity, without sacrificing declarativity of other frameworks. We show how some additional functional features, image-processing and off-screen render targets, cooperate with the effect language giving a rich environment for experimenting with both functional and expressive features of effect programming.

1 Introduction

Special effects in cinematic graphics have long relied on procedural techniques and in the last few years the evolution of graphics processors have made these techniques available for use in real-time graphics as well. Programming real-time effects is today significantly harder than programming cinematic effects. The reason is partly that the real-time constraints makes the problem harder simply because limits on the execution time implies restrictions on the algorithms that can be used. Another reason is that the tools and techniques available are not yet as mature and this makes the development process harder than it has to be.

In the world of cinematic graphics programming visual effects is known as shader programming. The term shader programming is also used in the context of real-time effects, but here it is commonly used to refer only to the part of the effect which is executed as a program on the GPU. We therefore use the term effect programming for the process of creating the complete real-time effect, including the shaders for the GPU but also code to be run on the CPU.

Real-time shaders can today be programmed in a number of high-level languages. NVIDIA’s Cg [16], Microsoft’s HLSL [7] and the OpenGL Shading language, GLSL, [12] are all based on the Renderman Shading Language, the established standard for programming cinematic effects. They have come a long way towards being a flexible and efficient development tool for the GPU parts of an effect. Programming the CPU part of the effects, however, has still very limited support. Loading shaders to the GPU, binding their run-time parameters, setting pipeline states and controlling the execution of multiple passes are commonly done in application specific code and not integrated with the rest of the definition of the effect.

The current approach to effect programming is the use of effect frameworks. An effect framework handles pipeline state manipulation including downloading shader programs and textures, doing parameter passing from the application to the shader program, and for orchestrating multiple passes of an effect. It provides some facility for loading effects and shader programs, typically based on a text file format in which shader programs, pipeline states and pass specifications are listed.

The effect framework idea was first used in the Quake 3 engine [1] to allow user scripting shaders, or what we would call effects, to control visual appearance of in-game characters and objects. The Q3 framework predates widely available programmable shader hardware and therefore lack many of the features of current effect frameworks.

The two effect frameworks which are the most widely used are DirectX FX and CgFX which are extensions of the shader programming languages HLSL and Cg, respectively. Both these frameworks provide the ability to specify real-time effects using multiple shader programs and passes using a special file format syntax.

Although current effect frameworks improve the encapsulation of the GPU part and the CPU part of an effect, they still suffer at least two major drawbacks. The most critical one is that they lack some important features such as render to texture and image processing which are necessary for writing many of the effects used in modern
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graphics applications. Second, the syntax of current frameworks is rather restricted, e.g. there is no support for expressing abstraction or repetition, which many times can make the writing of effects tedious and error prone. Limited facilities for sharing common parts of effects result in redundancy and code duplication.

In this paper we present PyFX, an effect framework based on the Python [23] programming language. We show how an effect framework can be embedded in a very high level general purpose language enable easy development of new extension, in particular off-screen rendering and image processing. Furthermore embedding allows language constructs currently not supported by DXFX or CgFX, such as function definitions, classes, conditionals, and loops, to be used in the construction of effects. This enables design techniques established for other kinds of software to be applied to effect programming as well.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present some related work. Section 3 gives an overview of current effect frameworks. In Section 4 we present PyFX followed by some examples (Section 5) which emphasize the advantages of PyFX. Finally we conclude with a discussion (Section 6).

2 Related work

Shader programming was started in 1984 when Cook introduced shade trees [4]. This represented a move away from the fixed function nature of previous systems to an interpreted model giving much greater flexibility for writing visual effects. In 1990 this gave rise to the RenderMan [8] shading language which became an industry standard for writing off-line shaders. Several propositions on how the power and flexibility of off-line shader programming systems can be transferred to the world of real-time graphics have since been put forward.

One direction is taken by Olano and Lastra [20], who describe a RenderMan-like real-time shading language for the PixelFlow system [19]. This system consists of a SIMD array of general purpose processors for which shader programs are compiled via C++ and executed. While this system is well-suited for writing real-time shaders it bears little resemblance to the architecture of current GPUs.

Peercy et al. [21], present a system for compiling RenderMan programs to multipass rendering on using an OpenGL 1.2 implementation extended with imaging support, high-precision data types (16 bit floating point), and dependent texturing. The key realization is that the graphics pipeline can be used as a SIMD processor where different OpenGL states correspond to different SIMD instructions operating in parallel on a set of fragments. A restricted version, called ISL, of the RenderMan language, which can run on top of any OpenGL 1.2 implementation, is also presented.

The realization of Proudfoot et al. [22] that shading computations are carried out at different frequencies lead to a language which maps well to present day GPUs. The computational frequencies isolated where constant, per-group, per-vertex, and per-fragment. The compiler can use frequency information of a computation in order to map it to a particular stage of programmable pipeline.
Today a number of shader languages have found widespread use in the industry. These are HLSL [7] by Microsoft and Cg [16] by NVIDIA which are both very similar. The OpenGL Shading Language [12] achieved ARB approval in 2003 and is included in the OpenGL 2.0 specifications [24]. All these languages are based around explicit separation of per-vertex and per-fragment computations (cf. Proudfoot et al.) and follow the uniform and varying data classification introduced in RenderMan.

On the consumer side, games such as Quake3 by ID Software makes heavy use of multi-pass multi-texture algorithms. The Q3 shader [1] format (here called an effect format) provides a specialized language for controlling blending state, texture generation, fogging and texture application mode of multiple textures. The engine can then use, if available, multiple texture units to reduce the number of texture application passes needed. The format marks a first step in effect programming but it does not provide enough control to be useful in a more general context. In particular, since Quake3 shaders predate consumer-level programmable graphics hardware, it does not support vertex or pixel shader programs.

Following in the footsteps of Quake3's shader format Microsoft introduced, coincident with the first generation of programmable hardware, the DirectX Effects [5] (abbreviated here as DXFX). DXFX provide a large superset of the interface introduced by Q3 shaders allowing for vertex and pixel shader programs, stencil-, alpha-, and depth buffer operations, multiple passes, etc. to be used in the description of a visual effect. CgFX [3] was introduced together with the Cg language and provide an implementation of DXFX for a larger variety of platforms.

A related approach was taken by Lalonde and Schenk [13] with the EAGL framework. This framework provides a portable method of describing the association of render methods (shader programs and render state setup annotated data binding semantics) and art assets, typically triangle meshes, allowing for efficient rendering on a number of platforms (PC/XBOX, Playstation 2, and GameCube). An off-line compiler takes combinations of render methods and art assets and generates platform specific representations which can be efficiently rendered by the runtime system. Contrary to current effect frameworks, EAGL does not provide support for writing cross-platform render methods, every render method used must be reimplemented for every platform used.

The Sh shading language [17] demonstrates that a shading language can be implemented as embedded language in C++. This embedding gives the shader developer access to high-level language features, such as classes, templates, functions, and user-defined types, to be used in the construction of shader programs. Sh also provide support for run-time construction and composition of shader programs [18]. However, although it is implemented in C++ it lacks facilities for abstracting and expressing the CPU parts of effects.

The Vertigo shading language [6] approaches shader programming from a novel angle. It is implemented as an embedded language in Haskell [10] and uses pure functions, i.e. functions without state or side-effects, to model the stream-like nature of the GPU. This results in a clean high-level model for programming shaders for generative
3 Current effect frameworks

Current effects frameworks such as DXFX and CgFX provide a number of features which simplify programming real-time visual effects. DXFX and CgFX extend HLSL and Cg, respectively, with the ability to

- declare effect variables which can be either user-editable, or tweakable, for data such as textures or colors, or engine internal, so called non-tweakables, for engine specific data such as transformation matrices.
- declare different implementations of an effect suitable for different platforms. Each of these so called techniques list a number of passes with each pass containing the render pipeline states to set before requesting the application to submit geometry to the render pipeline.

Both frameworks rely on effect specifications which are stored in text files and loaded at run-time. The effect file lists the variables, shader programs, techniques and passes making out the effect. Effect variables can optionally be annotated with application specific data such as the valid range of a parameter or the default filename of a texture to facilitate integration with, for instance, GUI development tools. Variables may also have an associated semantic, consisting of a string identifier, which can be used by the application to provide data independent of variable name, providing an abstraction when passing data to the effect.

Effects, being implemented in terms of external text files, can be changed without requiring recompiling the application. Using a standard set of annotations and semantics, introduced in DirectX 9, the format provides an application independent mapping of application data to effect data.

However, the file format is closed and the frameworks can not easily be extended with new functionality. Syntactically the effect format allow the use of C-style preprocessor for writing simple syntactical extensions. Together with the possibility to group states in so called state blocks this provides a basic form of abstraction. On the downside, the preprocessor based approach lack the most basic abstraction and data-hiding functionality making it difficult to use effectively. Furthermore functionality such as looping and conditionals are also missing, requiring generative effects and effects containing hardware-specific implementations to rely on effect-specific application level code. For a more in-depth review of the problems associated with current effect frameworks we refer to [14].

4 PyFX

In this section we present our effect framework, PyFX, which is implemented as an embedded language in Python. Its main purpose is to be a tool for investigating which
4. PyFX

features and characteristics that are useful and desirable for effect programming. The fact that PyFX is embedded in a fully fledged programming language immediately makes it easier to write effects since it allows the use of all the language features from the host language. Using function definitions, loops, conditionals and modules to express and share common parts, the description of an effect becomes shorter and more clear.

The features in PyFX include those found in the DXFX and CgFX frameworks and in addition it provides:

- **Render-to-texture** – The framework can render to off-screen area which can be used as a texture in later stages of the effect or by another effect entirely.

- **Image processing support** – GPU based image processing operations can be applied to any texture or off-screen area.

- **Support for shader interfaces** – PyFX enables easy use of Cg’s interfaces allowing run-time construction and composition of shader programs.

PyFX is built on top of OpenGL. It is designed to be independent of shader language and it currently supports Cg and GLSL. The implementation and application level interface of PyFX is described in more detail in [14].

4.1 Overview

The basic building block in an effect in PyFX is a "processing step" which is a generalization of the notion of a pass in other effect frameworks. Each step may or may not require the application to send geometry to the GPU. Currently there are two types of processing steps:

- **RenderGeometry** – these are the usual pass of other effect frameworks. Sets up the appropriate states and then instructs the application to transmit geometry.

- **ProcessImage** – used to perform 2D image processing between two images (which may reside in either textures, off-screen areas or the current screen buffer). It supports floating point target and source images/buffers allowing HDR image processing.

In addition to these functional features, the framework also provide, through language embedding, a complete programming language in which effects can be expressed. This has several benefits for effect programmers since it enables the use of common software design methodologies, such as abstraction and sharing in the construction of an effect. This allows the effect writer to express an effect in a clear, to-the-point manner making development and debugging easier.

Every aspect of the framework is implemented as a class allowing easy extension and specialization. Together with using embedding in a high-level language, this enables engine and framework writers to experiment with new features with minimal impact on the rest of the framework.
5 Examples

As an example of the features common to PyFX, DXFX, and CgFX we will present an effect for doing bump-mapping using a normal map [2]. While PyFX supports both Cg and GLSL only Cg will be used for example code.

The bump mapping effect uses a vertex program to translate the surface normal to tangent space. The fragment program then manipulates the normal using a normal map and a scaling parameter. The resulting normal is then used for shading computations. The initial part of the fragment shader program is shown below:

```c
float4 fs(float2 texcoord : TEXCOORD0,
    //normal in tangential frame
    float3 normalT : TEXCOORD1,
    ..., // parameters needed for lighting
    uniform sampler2D NormalMap,
    uniform float Scale) : COLOR
{
    float3 dN = tex2D(NormalMap, texcoord);
    normalT += Scale*(dN*2-1)
    normalT = normalize(normalT);
    // compute and return color ...
}
```

Listing 2.1: Bumpmapping in Cg

In contrast to DXFX and CgFX where shader code is mixed with parameter declarations, PyFX uses wrapper functions and classes to indicate which parts of the effect are shader programs and which are parameters etc. The wrapper for a Cg shader program is called Cg and is used as follows.

```python
bumpmap = Cg(""" code as in Listing 2.1 """)
```

The triple-quotes """" are used by Python for multi-line string literals. Next we list the parameters of the effect together with their default values.

```python
Scale = 0.2
NormalMap = Texture("default_normalmap.png")
```

Now we are ready to define the technique of this effect. In PyFX it consists of a single render step which uses `bumpmap` vertex and fragment programs.

```python
 technique = [RenderGeometry(
    VertexShader = bumpmap.vs(),
    FragmentShader = bumpmap.fs())]
```

This effect does not use any of the special features of PyFX and we could just as well have written it in CgFX or DXFX. The result of doing so would have been more code since we have to explicitly declare every parameter, including non-tweakables, used by the shader programs. In PyFX common variables, such as transformation matrices etc., are passed implicitly to the shader program. This is described in detail in [14].
5. Examples

5.1 Generative effects

Because of the language embedding in Python we can use, for instance, repetitive elements and function abstractions, when writing our effects. Consider an effect for rendering furry objects. Such an effect can be achieved by rendering the object surrounded by a number of shells where the transparency of each shell increases with the distance to the object. This gives the impression of fur with decreasing thickness with increasing distance from the object [15]. Assuming we have a FurShellShader program for rendering a single fur shell shell of the object, we can describe a step for rendering fur-shells by the following constructor function:

```python
def RenderFurShell(s):
    shell = s/FurThickness
    return RenderGeometry(
        AlphaBlendEnable = True,
        SrcBlend = SRCALPHA,
        DestBlend = ONE,
        VertexShader = vs(Shell=shell),
        FragmentShader = fs(Shell=shell))
```

Drawing the complete furry object using NumberOfShells shells amounts to rendering the solid object followed by rendering each fur shell, which is done using the following code:

```python
technique = [RenderGeometry()] + \
            [RenderFurShell(i) for i in range(1,NumberOfShells)]
```

The use of abstraction and high-level constructs allow us to describe the fur effect succinctly. Key parameters such as the number of shells used or fur thickness can easily be changed without modifying other parts of the effect.

The same fur effect expressed in CgFX or DXFX would be much longer and more difficult to read since those formats lack a notion of repetition. With each shell render step written explicitly it is, for example, more difficult to change the number of shells used.

5.2 Image processing

A simple widely-used example of image processing is the glow effect [9] used to simulate the nimbus due to atmospheric scattering which appear around brightly lit surfaces. It works by rendering an object to the screen, rendering the glowing parts of the object to an off-screen buffer, blurring the off-screen buffer and then additively blending the result to the screen. To express this in PyFX we start by introducing some helper functions for rendering the glow regions, blurring a buffer and additively blending some buffer onto some buffer.

```python
def RenderGlowRegions(target):
    return RenderGeometry(
        Target=target,
        VertexShader=glowMask.vs(),
```
FragmentShader=glowMask.fs()

def GaussianBlur(source):
...

def AdditiveBlend(source, target):
    return ProcessImage(Source=source, Target=target, SrcBlend = SRCALPHA, DestBlend = ONE)

The technique which performs blurring can now be written simply as

technique = [RenderGeometry(),
        RenderGlowRegions(blurBuffer),
        GaussianBlur(blurBuffer),
        AdditiveBlend(blurBuffer, Screen)]

The result is a readable specification of what the effect does and how it does it. Writing this effect in DXFX or CgFX is currently not possible without using application-specific workarounds.

Sharing common code

If we have two different effects which both do blurring, it makes sense to factor out this common part and describe it only once. We can, for example, define a function BlurPostProcess, contained in a module Blurring, by

    def BlurPostProcess(source, target):
        return [RenderGlowRegions(source),
                GaussianBlur(source),
                AdditiveBlend(source, target)]

Now our original glow effect can be implemented as

    import Blurring

    blurBuffer = ...

    technique = [RenderGeometry()] + \
        Blurring.BlurPostProcess(blurBuffer, Screen)

The other effect is obtained by the replacing technique by some other step sequence followed by the blur post-processing operation.

    technique = [... ] + \
        Blurring.BlurPostProcess(blurBuffer, Screen)

Using Python’s modules we can share code between multiple effects simplifying the construction of many effects.
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5.3 Supporting shader interfaces

The Sh shader language provides support for combining shader programs at run-time. Cg provide a similar method through the use of so called *interfaces*, similar in concept to interfaces in the Java programming language [11].

Prior to the introduction of interfaces the programmer was required to write one shader program for every combination of material and light-source. This results in a combinatorial explosion of the number of shader programs needed in an application. Interfaces provide us with a mechanism for abstracting implementation of a part of a shader program from its usage pattern. As an example, we can use the following Cg interface for a light source.

```c
interface LightI {
    void intensityAt(in float3 position,
        out float3 lightDirection,
        out float3 color);
};
```

An implementation of a light source must be able to, given a point, return the color and direction of the incident light at that point. A program can use the `LightI` interface as:

```c
void main(in float3 position,
    in float3 normal,
    out float3 color,
    uniform LightI Light)
{
    float3 L, C;
    light.intensityAt(position, L, C);
    color = //compute color
}
```

Listing 2.2: Using interfaces in Cg

Using this in PyFX we wrap up the program above in a Cg wrapper as:

```c
fs = Cg("*** code as in Listing 2.2 ***");
```

We can implement a number of different light sources which support the above interface. For instance a non-attenuated point light source can be implementd as

```c
struct PointLight : LightI {
    float3 Position;
    float3 Color;

    void intensityAt(in float3 position,
        out float3 lightDirection,
        out float3 color)
    {
        lightDirection = normalize(position - Position);
        color = Color;
    }
};
```
Following this general outline we can easily implement spotlights, lights with attenuation, cube-mapped lights etc. We put all the light definitions in a `Lights` module.

```csharp
pointLight = CgIImpl("" code as above ");
spotLight = CgIImpl(" ... ");
cubeMappedLight = CgIImpl(" ... ");
```

Interface implementations are wrapped in PyFX `CgIImpl`-wrappers to indicate that they are not complete programs, only implementations of interfaces which are not executable in their own right.

Using the interfaces works just as variables so using the above program with a point light located at \((0, 100, 0)\) having red color is just

```python
myPointLight = pointLight(Position=\((0, 100, 0)\),
Color=\((1, 0, 0)\))
```

Changing the light source amounts to changing a single line in the effect file. The framework also support changing the light source at run-time, allowing flexible shader program composition to be used as an integral part of an application.

### 6 Discussion and conclusions

We have presented an effect framework which improves on current frameworks in two respects. By being an embedded language it can freely utilize the features of its host language. In this respect PyFX is similar to Sh and Vertigo, although these systems have slightly different focus. However, when the language embedding is done a low level language like C or C++, the power of host language features come at the cost of sacrificing the declarative style of DirectX FX and CgFX. Due to the high level character of Python, PyFX is able to provide the best of both worlds. It is both declarative and has a rich set of language features.

Furthermore, PyFX provides support for render to texture and image processing, features which are needed to write many common effects but which are not supported by current frameworks. With access to the source code of an existing framework, these features would probably be fairly straightforward to implement, and it is even likely that they will appear in some future version. Our experience is however with a framework which is embedded in a flexible language such amendments can be added very easily. It is possible to have a very short turn-around time for adding or modifying a feature, get feedback from using it and then change it again. Since it is likely that the wish list for effect framework features will continue to grow for some time still, we believe that this agility makes PyFX a suitable platform for exploring and evaluating the design space of effect frameworks.

In summary, PyFX framework represents work in progress but it already provide a flexible environment for prototyping and experimenting with effects and effect frame-
works alike. We hope to continue exploring methods for providing good programming environments for the border land of CPU/GPU interaction. Hopefully we will also be able to provide a solid ground for extending the framework to handle GPGPU algorithms as well as providing further functional additions.
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Abstract

Dynamic languages typically allow programs to be written at a very high level of abstraction. But their dynamic nature makes it very hard to compile such languages, meaning that a price has to be paid in terms of performance. However under certain restricted conditions compilation is possible. In this paper we describe how a domain specific language for image processing in Python can be compiled for execution on high speed graphics processing units. Previous work on similar problems have used either translative or generative compilation methods, each of which has its limitations. We propose a strategy which combine these two methods thereby achieving the benefits of both.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we introduce PyGPU, a domain-specific language for writing image processing algorithms embedded in the interpreted, object-oriented, dynamically typed language Python. The PyGPU language consists of a number of classes that allow image processing algorithms to be expressed clearly and succinctly. These classes use overloading to provide operations such as multiplying a color by a scalar, and accessing an image, with intuitive semantics. For instance, a function for multiplying every pixel of an image by a scalar can be implemented as:

```python
def scalarMul(c=Float, im=Image, p=Position):
    return c*im(p)
```

Furthermore, this function can be compiled to native code executing at very high speeds on the graphics processing unit (GPU). However, as will be described below, the GPU is a very restricted platform, and in order to compile a function type-annotations, as in the above example, are required. The types used are exactly the above classes which here serve the alternate purpose of encoding the restrictions and capabilities of the GPU.

The outline of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the graphics processing unit (GPU) as well as a more extensive example of using PyGPU. In Section 3 we present the implementation of PyGPUs compiler and in Section 4 we finish up with a discussion.

2 GPUs

Most computers come equipped with a powerful 3D graphics card capable of transforming, shading, and rasterizing polygons at speeds in excess of those provided by the CPU alone. These cards are also equipped with a programmable graphics processing unit (GPU) that enable parts of the polygon rasterization process to be programmatically redefined allowing, for instance, many image processing algorithms to be implemented. And, since floating-point performance of the GPU is typically an order of magnitude higher than that of a corresponding CPU [9] it is a very attractive target platform.

The speed advantage of GPUs comes from their highly specific nature; they employ a number of very long pipelines executing in parallel and in order to efficiently use this parallelism the computational model of the GPU is very restricted. There is no dynamic memory allocation. Memory is read-only and may only be accessed in the form of textures containing 4-dimensional floating-point values. Furthermore, flow control structures such as branches and subroutines are not guaranteed to exist even on very modern cards.
2.1 Existing GPU languages

There are a number of specialized language available for programming the GPU. The first generations of GPUs provided limited forms of programmability through assembler-like languages specific to each vendor and graphics API. With the increased power and maturity of GPUs a number of higher level languages were introduced: Cg by NVIDIA [11], HLSL by Microsoft [5], and GLSL by the OpenGL ARB [8]. These languages are all syntactic variants of C with some added constructs and data-types suitable for expressing GPU programs.

Other projects aimed at providing embedded languages for programming the GPU are Vertigo [3] and Sh [12]. Vertigo uses Haskell [7] to program the vertex shader functionality of GPUs. Sh is embedded in C++ and uses a generative model for constructing GPU programs at run-time from specification written in C++. Sh also supports, through the use of C++ templates, combining GPU program fragments into new GPU programs [13].

2.2 An image processing example

We will now provide an extended example of PyGPU by implementing an edge detection algorithm. We will construct a general edge detector which will then be used to implementing the well known Sobel edge detector.

Edge detection in general

Edge detection is the process whereby sharp gradients in image intensity are identified. In general, this can be implemented as the application of convolution kernels estimating the image intensity gradient in the $x$ and $y$-directions, respectively. Consider the following function definition:

```python
def edgeDetect(kernel, im=Image, p=Position):
    Gx = convolve(kernel, im, p)
    Gy = convolve(transpose(kernel), im, p)
    return sqrt(Gx**2 + Gy**2)
```
This function applies an arbitrary kernel in the $x$ and $y$-directions (by symmetry the vertical gradient approximation kernel is the transpose of horizontal approximation kernel) and then computes the magnitude of the image gradient.

**Gradient approximation kernels**

There are many examples of gradient approximation kernels. One common choice is the Sobel operator which can be represented by the matrices

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
-1 & 0 & 1 \\
-2 & 0 & 2 \\
-1 & 0 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
$$

and

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
-1 & -2 & -1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 2 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
$$

for the $x$ and $y$-directions, respectively.

**Complete edge detector**

Using the general edge detection function and the kernel from the previous section we can now create a Sobel edge detector by partially specializing the general edge detection function. To do this we call the PyGPU compiler passing the kernel as a compile-time parameter:

```python
sobelEdgeDetGPU = pygpu.compile(edgeDetect,
                   kernel=sobelKernel)
```

The function returned by the compiler runs entirely on the GPU and can be applied to images just as a normal function. However, the position parameter need not be specified, the returned function operates on whole images in parallel:

```python
edgesLena = sobelEdgeDetGPU(lena)
```

The result of applying the Sobel edge detector to the standard Lena example image can be seen in Figure 3.1.

**Example discussion**

Interestingly, the general edge detection function presented above can not be translated to native code on the GPU and the reason lies in the kernel argument. Because the GPU lacks support for dynamic memory allocation translating the kernel argument to the GPU is impossible. PyGPU expresses this by the fact that the kernel argument cannot be given a type in PyGPUs type system. And, since these types encode the capabilities of the GPU, an argument which cannot be typed must be supplied as a value at compile-time.

As a consequence we are allowed to use external libraries even when these libraries cannot be translated to the GPU. For instance, the `transpose` function is taken directly from Python Numeric, an array programming library implemented in C and running on the CPU[14]. Clearly, this function cannot be directly translated but,
since the value of kernel must be supplied at compile-time, it may still be used to construct PyGPU functions.

3 Compiler implementation

The PyGPU compiler is implemented in Python and it is responsible for two major tasks: compiling PyGPU functions to programs running on the GPU, and providing the necessary glue-code allowing these programs to be called as ordinary Python functions. The implementation of the latter is straightforward and will not be covered. The implementation of the translation from Python functions to GPU programs is the focus of this section.

3.1 Related work

PyGPU lies at the intersection of two problem areas related to compilation: dynamic languages and embedded languages. It shares a number of problems from both areas all of which must be overcome to allow effective compilation. Furthermore, the restrictions of the target platform greatly affects implementation choices.

Compiling dynamic languages

Compiling dynamic languages is, in general, a very difficult problem. Most of what we know from static languages cease being true: function implementations can be changed at run-time, arbitrary code can be executed via eval, and classes can be dynamically constructed or changed. One approach is to restrict the dynamism of the language. This is used in PyPy [15] and Starkiller [17], two projects targeted at compiling Python. Both projects perform static analysis such as type inferencing to translate general Python code into lower-level compilable code.

Alternatively, the dynamism can be kept by performing run-time specialization to compile functions at call-time. This is the approach taken by Psyco [16], a just-in-time compiler for Python.

Compiling embedded languages

By construction, embedded languages can typically be compiled by the host language compiler. The problem with compiling embedded language however is that they typically target a different platform than that supported by the host language. Some examples of such platforms are co-processors [12], VHDL designs [1], and midi sequencers [6].

The most direct approach for implementing an embedded language compiler is to view the host language merely as syntax for the embedded language. A traditional compiler can then be implemented by reusing the front-end for the host language and implementing a new back end. Such translative methods work well when the features
of the embedded language closely match the capabilities of the target platform. In such cases translative methods can be implemented fairly directly.

An alternate approach is to use the overloading capabilities of the host language. By implementing a suitable set of abstractions it is possible to execute a program in the embedded language in such a way that it generates a program on the target platform. These types of generative methods are typically straightforward to implement since much of the existing compiler infrastructure is reused. They are however restricted to translating only those features of the host language that can be overloaded. Conditionals, loops, and function calls, for instance, cannot be overloaded in most languages and consequently cannot be translated using this approach. Examples of projects using a generative approach are Pan [4], Vertigo [3], and Sh [12]. Pan and Vertigo are Haskell domain-specific embedded languages for writing Photoshop plugins and vertex shaders, respectively. Both use a tree-representation constructed at run-time to generate code for their respective platforms. Sh is a GPU programming language embedded in C++ that uses overloading to record the operations performed by a Sh program. This “retained” operation sequence is then analyzed and compiled to native GPU code. We will use a combined approach giving the benefits of both these methods.

3.2 Combining translation and generation

Given that we use Python as host language for PyGPU we are faced with a difficult decision. The restrictions of the GPU makes direct translation of features such as lists and generators impossible, requiring either restricting the languages or implementing advanced compiler transformations. Using a generative method we are required to supply our own conditionals and loop-construct thereby sacrificing the syntactic brevity of our host language. Ideally one would like to use a translative approach for those features that admit direct translation and a generative approach for those that do not.

We propose that this can be achieved by combining two features commonly found in dynamic high-level languages: introspection and dynamic code execution. Introspection is the ability of a program to access and, in some cases, modify its own structure at run-time. Dynamic code executing allows a running program to invoke arbitrary code at run-time. For instance, we can use the introspective ability of Python to access the bytecode of a function, where elements such as loops and conditionals are directly represented. This allows using a translative approach where possible. Using dynamic code execution we can reuse large parts of the standard Python interpreter to thereby giving the benefits of translative methods.

3.3 The compilation process

As explained above (see Section 2.2) PyGPU requires that types of all free variables are known at compile-time. Parameter which cannot be given a type must be supplied by value. Hence, for every parameter of a function we know either its type or its value.
The compilation strategy thus becomes: if the value is known we evaluate generatively, if only the type is known we perform translation.

The compiler is implemented in the usual three stages: front end, intermediate code generation, and back end. The intermediate code generation and back end stages are implemented using well-known compiler techniques. We use static single-assignment (SSA) [2] for representing the intermediate code. This enables many standard compiler optimization, such as dead-code elimination and copy propagation, to be implemented effectively. The optimized SSA code is then passed to a back end native code generator. At the moment we use Cg [11] as a primary code generation target allowing optimizations of that compiler to be reused.

The front end however, differs from the standard method of implementing a compiler. Instead of using text source code it operates directly on a bytecode representation and it is the front end that implements the above compilation strategy. How this is implemented using the dynamic code execution features of Python will now be described in detail.

**Bytecode translation**

The front end parses the stack-based bytecode of Python and translates it to a flow-graph which is passed to the intermediate code generator. Throughout this process the types of all variables are tracked allowing the compiler to check for illegal uses as well as performing dispatch of overloaded operations.

Simple opcodes, such as binary operations, are translated directly. More complicated examples such as function calls, that would not be translatable using a generative approach, are handled using the above strategy:

```
elif opcode == CALL_FUNCTION:
    args = stack.popN(oparg)
    func = stack.pop()
    if isValue(args):
        stack.push(func(*args))
    else:
        compiledF = compileFunc(func, args)
        result = currentBlock.CALL(compiledF, args)
        stack.push(result)
```

That is, if all the arguments are values then the function is evaluated directly in the standard interpreter. This is done by using the dynamic code execution abilities of the standard interpreter to call the function via `func(*args)`. This allows the PyGPU compiler to reuse functionality present in external libraries (even compiled ones) generatively. Note that, in general this kind of constant-folding of function calls is not permitted. The function being called may depend on global values whose value may change between invocations. But, since the GPU lacks globals variables PyGPU does not allow global values to be changed after a function has been compiled and consequently this transformation is valid.

If the value of at least one argument is not known then the callee is compiled and a corresponding CALL-opcode is added to the current block of the flow-graph.
This strategy is not restricted to the case of function calls, it can be used to handle loops as well. Consider the fragment

```python
for i in range(n):
    acc += g(i)
```

If \( n \) is known at compile-time then we may evaluate \( \text{range}(n) \). Consequently the sequence being iterated over is known and the loop can be trivially unrolled. If \( n \) is not known the fragment is translated to an equivalent loop in the GPU. The code for handling loops is similar to that of handling function calls albeit slightly more complicated.

### 3.4 An illustrative example

The compilation strategy presented above is very straightforward and it is not obvious how this strategy enables us to translate more complicated examples. Consider the implementation of the `convolve` function used in Section 2.2:

```python
def convolve(kernel, im=Image, p=Position):
    return sum([w*im(p+d)
                for w,d in zip(ravel(kernel),
                               offsets(kernel))])
```

The implementation reads: to compute the convolution we first compute the column-first linearization of the kernel using the function `ravel`. The offset to each kernel element is computed and each offset is associated with its corresponding kernel element. The image is accessed at the corresponding locations and the intensities are weighted by the kernel element. Finally the resulting list of intensities is summed and the result returned.

Note that here we use a number of features which cannot be directly translated to the GPU: the compiled Numeric [14] function `ravel`, list-comprehensions, and the built-in Python functions `zip` and `sum` both which operates on lists. However, using the above strategy compilation proceeds as follows: The value of `kernel` must be known at compile-time and, consequently, the values of `ravel(kernel)` and `offsets(kernel)` can be computed. Hence the arguments to `zip` are known which implies that it may, in turn, be evaluated at compile-time. The resulting list is used to unroll the list-comprehension resulting in a known number of image accesses which can be directly translated to the GPU. The code for summing these accesses and returning is generated similarly thereby concluding the translation of the above function.

### 4 Discussion

We have shown how a compiler for an embedded language can be implemented to combine the advantages of previous methods. By taking advantage of introspection and dynamic code execution features of the host language Python we could implement
this compiler very compactly. As an example, the compiler and run-time consists of around 1500 lines of code with the bytecode to flow-graph translator occupying 400 of those lines. By compiling for the GPU, performance in excess to that of optimized CPU code can be obtained. Furthermore, the relative increase in speed for new GPU generations is greater than the corresponding increase for CPUs making the GPU a very attractive platform.

A recent area of research is using the GPU for general purpose computations. Examples of algorithms which have been implemented on the GPU are fluid simulations [10], linear algebra [9], and signal processing [18]. Future work includes extending the PyGPU compiler to allow programming all aspects of the GPU including general purpose numerical algorithms. Also, the presented method ought to be suitable for compiling embedded languages to other platforms such as ordinary CPUs.

Another interesting area for future research is studying how the approach used here integrates with that of PyPy [15]. Of particular interest is reusing parts of the PyPy framework to be able to handle more general examples, including the above general purpose uses of the GPU as well as targeting other platforms.
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ABSTRACT

Image processing is an area with many computationally demanding algorithms. When implementing an algorithm the programmer has to make the choice of either using a high-level language, thereby gaining rapid development at the expense of run-time performance. Or, using a lower-level language having higher run-time performance, but also a higher implementation cost. In this paper we present PyGPU, an embedded language that enables image processing algorithms to be written in the high-level, object-oriented language Python. PyGPU functions are compiled to execute on the graphics processing unit (GPU) present on modern graphics cards, a streaming processor capable of speeds more than a magnitude higher than those of current generation CPUs. We demonstrate a number of common image processing algorithms, showing how these can be implemented succinctly and clearly using high-level abstractions, while at the same time achieving high performance.
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1 Introduction

Using a high-level language for writing software comes with many benefits. The code is typically easier to read and understand, making spotting bugs easier. The time spent programming is reduced since the programmer need not worry about low level details such as memory management and data storage formats. In the field of image processing, MATLAB [16] is a popular choice of high-level language. MATLAB is based around an array programming model in which algorithms are expressed on whole images instead of their individual pixels. For example, adding two equal sized images $A$ and $B$ is written simply $A + B$.

The downside of high-level languages is poor performance. Even though the individual operations have efficient implementations, the overall performance is generally not enough for computationally intensive applications such as real-time motion-tracking or high-resolution video post-processing. To overcome this lack of performance it is often necessary to implement the algorithm in a lower-level language, such as C/C++ or FORTRAN, instead. However, this comes at a substantial increase in implementation cost, mainly in terms of programmer effort. Using a third-party image processing library such as Intel's Integrated Performance Primitives (IPP) [9], OpenCV [18], or Mimas [1], that provide optimized versions of standard algorithms, it is possible to reduce this cost somewhat. However, the total implementation cost of using a high-performance, lower-level language is typically much greater than when using a higher-level language.

Recently, there has been increased interest in using the graphics processing unit (GPU) present on modern graphics cards as a computational co-processor. The GPU is a highly specialized processor that provides very good performance. On some problems it is capable of outperforming current-generation CPUs by more than a factor of ten [13]. Programming the GPU is done using specialized languages such as NVIDIA's Cg [15], Microsoft's HLSL [6], or GLSL by the OpenGL ARB [12].

Unfortunately, taking advantage of the performance of the GPU requires expressing an algorithm in terms of graphics primitives such as polygons and textures. Doing this requires intimate knowledge of modern real-time graphics programming. Consequently, implementing image processing algorithms to take advantage of GPU comes at a significant implementation cost, even compared to using lower-level languages.

In this paper we present PyGPU, a language for programming image processing algorithms that run on the GPU. It is implemented as an embedded language [8] in the high-level, object-oriented language Python [21]. PyGPU using a point-wise image abstraction that, together with the high-level features of Python, allows image processing algorithms to be expressed at a high level of abstraction. By using the GPU for execution, PyGPU is able to achieve performance in the order of 2–16 GFLOPS without optimizations even on mid-range hardware. This is more than enough to perform real-time edge-detection, for instance, on high-definition video streams.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce PyGPU and show a number of example image processing-related algorithms. In Section 3 we
discuss performance considerations. Section 4 contains an overview and discussion of PyGPU and how the restrictions and capabilities of the GPU affect how algorithms are implemented. In Section 5 we summarize the contributions made in this paper.

2 PyGPU

PyGPU is a domain-specific language for image processing with a compiler that can generate code which executes on the GPU. It is implemented as an embedded language in Python. An embedded language is constructed by inheriting the functionality and syntax of an existing host language. This enables PyGPU to get a lot of high-level language features for free. Python, with its dynamic typing and flexible syntax, allows the embedding to be made very natural manner. Furthermore, using the extensive reflection support of Python, the PyGPU compiler can be implemented very concisely as described in [14].

The fundamental abstraction in PyGPU is its image model. An image is modeled as a function from points on a 2-dimensional discrete grid to some space of colors (RGB, YUV, gray scale, CMYK, etc). As will be shown, this functional model admits expressing image processing algorithms concisely using the high-level language constructs of Python. Also it has the advantage of mapping naturally to the capabilities and restrictions of the GPU.

Below is a small PyGPU function implementing a simple skin detector. It uses the fact that the color of human skin typically lies within a bounded region in the chrominance color plane:

```python
@gpu
def isSkin(im=DImage, p=Position):
y, u, v = toYUV(im(p))
return inRange(u, uBounds) and \n    inRange(v, vBounds)
```

Looking at the function we see that it has a decorator named `@gpu`. This is a directive to PyGPU's compiler to generate code for the GPU for this function. The default values, `DImage` and `Position`, are type-annotations that are required to compile the function for the GPU.

Apart from these details the function looks like ordinary Python code. The function body shows that to determine if the pixel `p` contains skin we first transform the color value of the pixel `p` in the image `im` to the YUV color space. Then we check if the red and blue chrominance values `u` and `v` both lie within the specified bounds.

Applying the skin detector to an image is done by calling it as an ordinary Python function:

```python
skin = isSkin(hand)
```

Note that the position argument is omitted, the skin detector is applied to the whole image. The result is shown in Figure 4.1.
The functions `toYUV` and `inRange` are examples of functions from the standard library of PyGPU. This library also provides standard mathematical operations such as basic arithmetic operators, trigonometric functions, and logarithms. These operations work on both scalars and, element-wise, on vectors. PyGPU provides vectors of dimension two, three, or four. Vector operations such as scalar products, and multiplication by scalars are provided through operator overloading, giving an obvious semantics to an expression such as

\[ v + a \]

where \( v \) is some vector and \( a \) either a vector or a scalar.

### 2.1 Convolutions

The skin detector is an example of the most basic kind of image operations where each pixel in the result image only depends on the pixel at the same position in the sources image(s). Many algorithms, however, require access to multiple source image pixels to compute a single pixel in the result image. Convolution operations, such as differentiations and filters, are typical examples of such algorithms. One example of a convolution is the Sobel edge detector seen below. The edge strength of a pixel is determined as the length of an approximation of the image gradient.

```python
@gpu
def sobelEdgeStrength(im=DImage, p=Position):
    Sx = outerproduct([1,2,1], [-1,0,1])
    Sy = transpose(Kx)
    return sqrt(convolve(Sx, im, p)**2 + \n           convolve(Sy, im, p)**2)
```

The gradient is estimated by the convolution of the so called Sobel kernels, one for the horizontal and one for the vertical direction. One can conveniently be expressed as the outer product of two vectors and by symmetry the other is the transpose of the first one.
This example shows a particularly powerful aspect of PyGPU. The functions `transpose` and `outerproduct` are not PyGPU functions but come from Numarray, an established high performance Python array programming library implemented in C [7]. And yet these functions can be used in code that is compiled for the GPU. The reason this works is that the compiler uses generative techniques [3] to partially evaluate the code at compilation time [14].

In addition to allowing the use of third-party extension libraries, this generative feature makes it possible to use high-level language constructs such as lists and list comprehensions or built-in standard Python functions even though these features cannot be directly translated to the GPU. For example, the `convolve` function used above can be succinctly expressed as:

```python
def convolve(kernel, im, p):
    return sum([w*im(p+o)
                 for w, o in zip(ravel(kernel),
                                offsets(kernel))])
```

The Numarray function `ravel` is used to compute the column-first linearization of the kernel. Using the built-in Python function `zip` to combine each kernel element with its corresponding offset (computed by the `offsets` helper function), the list of weighted image values can be expressed as a list comprehension. The final result is then computed by the standard Python function `sum`.

### 2.2 Iterative algorithms

The operations presented thus far have been algorithms where the result is computed in a single pass. Many operation use an iterative strategy where successive applications gradually improve the quality of the result. One example of such an algorithm is anisotropic diffusion filtering [20] that allows efficient removal of noise without simultaneously blurring edges in an image. One step of Perona-Malik anisotropic diffusion can be expressed as

```python
@gpu
def pmAniso(edge=DImage, im=DImage, p=Position):
    offsets = [(1,0), (-1,0), (0,1), (0,-1)]
    return im(p) + 0.25*sum([f(edge, im, p+dp, p)
                             for dp in offsets])

def f(edge, im, x, p):
    return g(0.5*(edge(x)+edge(p)))*(im(x)-im(p))

def g(x):
    return e**(-x/(K*K))
```

The function `pmAniso` is the main function that is compiled for the GPU and the functions `f` and `g` are helper functions which are generatively evaluated during the compilation process. The function `g` controls the conduction coefficients of the diffusion process with \( K \) determining the slope. The choice here is one of the functions used in the original paper.
Iteratively applying the diffusion operator to an image can either be done by the standard PyGPU function \texttt{iterate} or by direct loop as shown below:

```python
def iterate(edges, im):
    for i in range(n):
        im = pmAniso(edges, im)
```

This results in successively more smoothed versions of the original image. Figure 4.2 shows an example image and the result of applying 400 iterations of the anisotropic diffusion operator using $K = 0.25$.

### 2.3 Reductions

One common pattern in the above examples is that the result of the operation is always another image. In image analysis, however, it is often the case that the result of an operation is instead some overall property of the image, for example the maximum or average image color. These kinds of operations are called \textit{reductions}, operations which reduce the size of an image down to a single value or set of values. For example, a function which computes the pixel-wise sum of an image can be implemented as:

```python
def sumIm(im):
    return reduceIm(add, im)
```

Here, the function \texttt{add} is passed as an argument to a general \texttt{reduceIm} operation. This function is provided by PyGPU and works analogously to Python’s built-in \texttt{reduce} but on 2-dimensional images instead of on lists. It is implemented as an iterative algorithm similar to the example in the previous section. Its implementation will be shown in Section 2.6.

A useful example of a reduction is the calculation of the center of mass of a region in a binary image. It can be used, for instance, to approximate the center of a hand or face detected by the skin detector above. The center of mass is the average position of all pixels in the region and can be computed as:
The result of applying the center of mass detection algorithm to the result of the skin detector above can be seen in Figure 4.3.

2.4 Multi-grid operations

One of the advantages of programming in high-level languages is that the abstraction mechanisms available makes it possible to package complex operations as basic building blocks that can be used to construct even more complex operations. As an example we will show the implementation of an operation from the notion of Poisson editing introduced by Pérez, Gangnet, and Blake in [19]. The example is called seamless cloning and it is a technique for pasting parts of one image into another in such a way that there is no visible seam between the two images. The idea is to solve the Laplace equation for both images and only replace the differences from these solutions in the pasting operation.

The Laplace equation states that the sum of the second derivatives should be equal to zero. In the case of discrete images this is equivalent to saying that a pixel should be equal to the average of its four nearest neighbors. This average is computed by the following PyGPU function.

```python
@gpu
def crossAverage(im=DImage, p=Position):
    offsets = [(1,0), (-1,0), (0,1), (0,-1)]
    return sum([im(p+o) for o in offsets])/4
```

Using the standard higher-order PyGPU function masked, that applies a function within a given mask and leave the values outside unchanged, we can express one part of the Laplace equation solver as:

```python
@gpu
def centerOfMass(im):
    return sumIm(pos(im))/sumIm(im)
```
The statement is of the same form as in the anisotropic diffusion example above. It can be used as the basic step in an iterative solver where each iteration yields a successively better solution. The complete implementation of seamless cloning can be expressed succinctly as:

```python
def solveLaplace(x, mask):
    return iterate(n, masked(crossAverage, mask), x)

def seamlessCloning(source, target, mask):
    source0 = solveLaplace(source, mask)
    target0 = solveLaplace(target, mask)
    return (source-source0) + target0
```

An example of seamless cloning can be seen in Figure 4.4.

The Laplace solver above will eventually reach a solution, but it converges very slowly. For the example in Figure 4.4 it requires on the order of 10,000 iterations to compute \( \text{source0} \) and \( \text{target0} \), respectively. A standard technique to improve convergence is to use a multi-grid approach where solutions are first found at a lower resolution. This approximate solution is then used as input to solving the problem at the higher resolution level, giving a better initial value for the solution and thereby achieving faster convergence. By changing the definition of \( \text{solveLaplace} \) to...
def solveLaplace(x, mask):
    return maskedMultigrid(n, crossAverage, mask, x)

The example instead converges in around 200 iterations. The maskedMultiGrid solver is available in the standard library of PyGPU. Its implementation will be shown in Section 2.6.

2.5 Sparse operations

The kind of image operations where the parallelism of the GPU is most efficiently used are dense operations, where the computations involve all pixels in the image. All operations we have shown so far are all examples of this kind. Sparse operations on the other hand operate only on a well chosen subset of points in the images, for example feature points such as detected corners. The irregular access pattern used by sparse methods make them less suitable for implementation on the GPU.

Some kinds of operations use a combination of dense and sparse methods. One class of such operations are active contours or snakes [11] where a polygon is used to define an image area that is interesting in some sense. The contour can automatically search for its area by iteratively moving the polygon until a local minimum is found on a suitably defined energy function. This function typically consists of a weighted average of two separate components: the internal energy and the external energy. The external energy is a measure of the image being analyzed, whereas the internal energy is a measure of the shape of the contour itself, for example its smoothness.

The idea is to sample the neighborhood of each vertex of the snake and if any position in this neighborhood gives the vertex a lower energy it is moved to this position. This step is then repeated as many times as needed. A simple implementation of active contours is:

def externalEnergy(im, vs, o, v):
    return im(vs(v)+o)[0]

def internalEnergy(vs, o, v):
    p, x, n = [vs((v+i)%nVerts)[0:2] for i in [-1,0,1]]
    m = (p+n)/2
    x += offset
    return norm(x-m)/norm(p-m)

def totalEnergy(wInt, wExt, im, vs, o, v):
    return wInt*internalEnergy(vs, o, v) + \ wExt*externalEnergy(im, vs, o, v)

@gpu
def energyOptimize(wInt=Float, wExt=Float, im=DImage, vs=DImage, v = Int):
    offsets = array([[0,0], [1,0], [-1,0], [0,1], [0,-1]])
    energies = [totalEnergy(wInt, wExt, im, vs, v, o) for o in offsets]
return vs(v) + min(zip(energies, offsets))[1]

Here, the parameters $im$ and $vs$ contain the image we are optimizing over and the vertices of the polygon, respectively. The weights $w_{ext}$ and $w_{int}$ contain the relative weights of the external and internal energy. The use of $min$ relies on the fact that comparison between tuples in Python is defined lexicographically. This means that we will find the energy minimum since this is the first member in each tuple. The corresponding offset of that energy minimum is given as the second tuple entry.

The input image used for the external energy is typically not the image being analyzed but rather some preprocessed version, for example a segmented version with edge enhancements. The internal energy shown here is simply a measure of how far a position is from the midpoint of the two neighboring vertices. This choice will give a "rubber band"-like snake contour where a enclosed region is always convex. Many other variants are possible. The result of applying the snake algorithm is shown in Figure 4.5.

### 2.6 Implementation of some generic operations

In the previous sections we have used some generic high-level operations such as `reduceIm` and `maskedMultigrid`. Although these are very general and powerful, their implementation in PyGPU is still fairly simple.

The reduction operator is implemented by successively applying the base operation to blocks of the image, resulting in smaller and smaller intermediary results. When the size of the image is $1 \times 1$ it will contain the sought quantity as illustrated in Figure 4.6. For a square image having sides that are a power of two, the operation can be implemented in PyGPU as:

```python
def reduceIm(f, im):
    @gpu
    def _reduce(im=Dimage, p=Position):
        return f([im(2^p+o) for o in block])
```

```
This inner function, which is the one executed on the GPU, successively applies the function \( f \) to \( 2 \times 2 \) blocks of the image \( im \) until it is reduced to a single \( 1 \times 1 \) image. The actual reduction in image size is achieved by the parameter \(_\text{targetSize}\) which is implicitly made available on all PyGPU compiled functions with a default value of the size of the input image.

A multi-grid solver first finds an iterative solution on a coarse resolution of the image which is then used as the initial value on successively finer resolutions. This masked multi-grid solver in PyGPU can be expressed as:

```python
def maskedMultigrid(n, f, mask, x, minSize):
    y = None
    for x, m in reversed(zip(averageR(im, minSize),
                            averageR(mask, minSize))):
        if not y: y = x
        else: y = masked(inflate(y), m)(x)
        y = iterate(n, masked(f, m), y)
    return y
```

The \( \text{averageR} \) helper function generates a sequence of successively coarser representations of an image down to size \( \text{minSize} \). The function \( \text{inflate} \) does the opposite, \( i.e. \), it computes the input to the next higher resolution level.

### 3 Performance

Although the compiler of PyGPU does not yet implement a number of important optimizations it typically achieve between 0.5 and 4 GPixel operations per second (roughly equal to 2 to 16 GFLOPS) on the examples shown in this paper. This means that a 9-tap convolution filter can be applied to a \( 500 \times 500 \) RGBA color image in
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. pixel ops.</th>
<th>No. texture accesses</th>
<th>Gpixel ops./s</th>
<th>Texture reads (GB/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convolve (3 × 3)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convolve (7 × 7)</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin detection</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anisotropic diffusion</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laplace solver</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Performance figures for some of the examples

about 13 ms. The examples were run on a NVIDIA GeForce 6600 graphics card, a lower mid-range card at the time of writing.

Table 4.1 gives a summary of the performance figures for the most representative examples in this paper. The execution times are essentially proportional to the number of pixels times the number of instructions in the compiled shader program to execute for each pixel. They also include a constant overhead for each pass for setting up the graphics cards, passing parameters to the GPU program, and constructing the result texture. This overhead corresponds roughly to the computation of a couple of thousand pixels, meaning that it is negligible for larger images.

The theoretical peak performance of the NVIDIA 6600 card of our test setup is approximately 4.8 GPixel operations per second (300 MHz core clock, 8 pixel pipelines using instruction co-issuing) with a peak memory bandwidth of 4 GB/s (500 MHz bus clock, 128 bit bus bandwidth, 64 bits per memory access). As we see from the performance figures, programs that perform more computations relative to the number of texture accesses per pixel perform very well. For example, the skin detection algorithm is able to reach 80% of the computational peak performance.

However, programs that perform many texture accesses per computed pixel quickly become bounded by the available memory bandwidth. This is particularly true for the convolution filters that achieve 75% and 85% bandwidth utilization, but with only 11% and 13% computational efficiency, for the 3 × 3 and 7 × 7 case, respectively.

This figures indicate that the key limiting factor in many GPU programs is memory bandwidth. At present, PyGPU is not optimized for minimizing bandwidth consumption. For example, all computations are carried out on 32-bit floating point 4-tuples, which means that both gray scale and binary images are treated as full four channel RGBA images. By using more compact storage formats, as well as reducing the precision to 16-bits where possible, the bandwidth requirements will be reduced and performance increased further. These improvements, as well as trying to locate other bottlenecks in the processing pipeline, are things which will be incorporated in future versions of PyGPU.
4 Discussion

As we have seen the PyGPU language combines high-level programmability with high performance. Being embedded in Python allows functions running on the GPU to be called transparently from Python, greatly facilitating integration of GPU algorithms in larger applications. Furthermore, since PyGPU functions are, at the same time, valid Python functions GPU programs can be tested on the CPU before being run on the GPU. This allows standard debugging and testing tools to be used for GPU programs also, reducing the need for more specialized GPU debugging tools [4].

The performance of the GPU comes from it having a pipelined, highly parallel architecture. This introduces a number of restrictions on what kinds of operations are possible to implement on the GPU. It lacks writable memory. Memory is read only and may only be accessed only in the form of textures containing up to 4-tuples of floating point values. This means that Python features such as lists and objects cannot be used directly on the GPU. But, as we have seen, they may be used to construct programs. For information on how this is achieved, see [14].

Also, GPU programs can only write output to a predetermined image location. This means that GPU algorithms must be, using the terminology of parallel computation, written using a gather, rather than scatter, approach. This restriction is encoded in PyGPU’s image model, where algorithms are expressed in a point-wise manner using only gather operations. This is also the reason why the general reduce operator, used to do summation for example, is implemented as a iteration over a sequence of progressively smaller images, rather than using a straightforward accumulation loop.

This lack of scatter support sometimes creates difficulties. One such problematic example is computing histograms. This operation is traditionally implemented as a loop over all pixels, having time-complexity linear in the number of pixels. Since the GPU does not support for scattered writes it must instead be implemented as a reduction

\[
\text{histogram} = \text{reduce}(\text{countBins}, \text{toBins}(\text{im}))(0, 0)
\]

where \text{toBins} sorts pixels to their respective bins and \text{countBins} count the number of occurrences in each bin. GPUs only support outputting a limited number of values per pixel, currently 16 floating point values. With a larger number of bins than this the algorithm must be run multiple times resulting in a time-complexity on the order of the number of pixels times the number of bins. This illustrates that not all kinds of image processing algorithms are suitable for the GPU.

4.1 Related work

PyGPU was inspired by Pan written by Elliott et al. [5], which is an domain-specific language for image synthesis embedded in the function language Haskell [10]. In particular, the functional image model of PyGPU is very similar to that of Pan, but where Pan uses a smooth model, PyGPU focuses on a discrete formulation that allows easier pixel-wise addressing for operations such as convolutions etc.
Other domain-specific languages for using the GPU as a computational co-processor have been proposed. For example, BrookGPU by Buck et al. [2] is a compiler for writing numerical GPU algorithms in the Brook streaming language, an extension of ANSI C that incorporates streams and kernels, representing data and operations on data, respectively. The stream and kernel primitives can be mapped to efficient programs running on the GPU. Also, Sh by McCool et al. [17], for instance, uses C++ templates to provide stream processing abstractions similar to those of Brook. These two projects are based on C and C++, respectively. By using Python, PyGPU is able to provide higher-level facilities for writing GPU image processing algorithms than currently possible with these approaches.

4.2 Future work

The current syntax of PyGPU requires the programmer to clearly make the distinction between the parts of the code that should execute on the GPU and the parts that should execute on the CPU. A nice feature would be to have the compiler be able to do this allocation by itself. Apart from relieving the responsibilities of the programmer, it would also allow the compiler to perform more optimizations, both on for storage requirements and also load-balancing.

Also, in order to translate a Python function to the GPU, PyGPU’s compiler must know the types of the function parameters. Currently, this information must be provided by the programmer. An interesting improvement would be to remove this requirement and instead have the compiler automatically infer the necessary type information.

5 Summary

We have presented PyGPU, a language for image processing on the GPU embedded in Python. The functional programming model used by PyGPU allows algorithms to be translated to efficient code running on the GPU, while still retaining the high-level language features allowing them to be implemented concisely and clearly. The performance of PyGPU is good, allowing many algorithms to be run on real-time streaming video sequences without need for special optimization. This enables the implementor to receive rapid feedback during algorithm development and debugging.

Also, by using language embedding the high-level benefits of Python are transferred onto PyGPU, allowing features such as list comprehensions and higher-order functions to be used in the construction of image processing algorithms. By writing at a higher level of abstraction the code is easier to read and understand. Furthermore, constructing more complex algorithms from simpler building blocks facilitates error detection, making algorithm development and implementation faster and easier.
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